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In Our 92nd Year

WASHINGTON UPI ) —Foes University. A similar demonof American involvement in stration was scheduled in San
Indochina marshaled today for Francisco.
disrupt traffic
the largest antiwar demonstra- Plans to
tion in almost a year. The leading into Washington were
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The Almanac
By United Press International
Today is Saturday, April 24,
he 114th day of 1971.
The moon is new.
The mornings stars are
Mercury, Venus, Mars and
Jupiter.
The evening star is Saturn.
Those born on this day are
alder the sign of Taurus.
American artist Tony Sarg
was born on April 24, 1882.
On this day in history:
In 1704 the Boston News
Letter became the first American newspaper to be published
on a regular basis.
In 1677 northern military rule
of the South following the Civil
War, ended. President Rutherford B. Hayes ordered federal
troops out of New Orleans.
In 1898 Spain declared war on
the United States after receiving an American ultimatum to
withdraw from Cuba.
In 1967 Soviet cosmonaut
Vladimir Kamarov was killed
when his re-entry parachute
snarled following an orbita:
flight.

Funeral Is Today
For Mrs. Smith

SATURDAY—APRIL 24. 1971
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Funeral services for Mrs.
Leota (Lee ) Smith of New
Concord will be held today at two
p.m. at the chapel of the Blalock- By United Press International
Coleman Funeral Home with SIOSCOW—Alexei Yeliseyev,
Rev. H. L. Lax officiating.
one of three Russian astronauts
Pallbearers will be Bill orbiting the globe in Soyuz 10,
Mohundro, R. J. McDougal, Edd confirming that the flight is
Frankie Dale Brandon, part of a space construction
Rev. Joe Pat Thornton, and Joe program:
Pat Jones. Burial will be in the
We have now started a new
New Providence Cemetery with stage in space exploration
the arrangements by the Blalock- connected with the preparation
of orbital stations."
Coleman Funeral Home.
Mrs. Smith, age 49, died
Thursday at three p.m. Death ATHENS—U.S. Secretary of
was reported to be due to an Commerce Maurice H. Stans on
abdominal obstruction. She was a the possibility of increased
member of the Hazel Baptist trade with Communist China.
Church and was the writer for the -We are all playing ping pong
Fins 'n Feathers column of the in Washington today. I think
there will be gradually inLedger & Times.
She was preceded in death by creased trade between the
her mother, Mrs Bettie Maynard United States and the People's
Oliver on November 23, 1969 and Republic of China, but it will
a son, William Mason Hutson, on start slow."
October 13, 1956.
Survivors are her husband, Ed WASHINGTON
—
Father
Smith, and one daughter, Miss Robert F. Drinan, Jesuit priest
Teresa Smith, both of New and Democratic congressman
Concord, one son, Richard from Massachusetts, telling a
Hutson with the U. S. Marines at congregation at the Washington
Camp Pendleton, California, and National Cathedral that the
one grandson, William Richard U.S. should start a $50 million
Hutson.
fund for "reparations" of
victims of the Vietnam war:
"If America forgets its
countless moral obligations we
will rightfully be called barbarians."

News

Tennis Tournament
Scheduled Here
Saturday, Sunday

Several Cases Reardln_Calloway
Court, Judge Robert Q. Miller

Murray High School will be Several cases have been paid, fine of $10.00 suspended;
hosts for the Western Kentucky lisposed of in the Calloway State Police.
Conference Tennis Tournament County Court of Judge Robert 0. Loyd Key, tiii Broad Street,
on Saturday and Sunday with Miller during the past week. Murray, speeding, costs of $1850
play to begin at the University Records show the following oc- paid, fine of $10.00 suspended;
Courts at nine a.m. Saturday. curred:
State Police.
Teams competing in the Hershel] McKendree, Benton
Hal Brandon, Murray Route
tournament will be Paducah, Route Five, public drunkenness,
Four, driving while intoxicated,
Princeton,
Marshall,
North
Wined $10.00 costs $25.00; Sheriff amended to reckless driving,
Mayfield, Bowling Green, and Cecil B. Duncan, Benton,
fined $100.00 costs $13.50; State Murray.
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
Police.
four
allowed
team
will
be
Each
$18.50; State Police.
SATURDAY—APRIL 24 19'71
singles players and two doubles
Cleatus McDaniel, 307 South
teams.
3rd Street, Murray, driving while ['ruck Revenues Up
Representing Murray High in
intoxicated, amended to reckless
the singles will be Del Purcell,
WASHINGTON — Opdriving, fined $50.00 costs $13.50;
Alan Spencer, Timmy Shown,
erating revenuesrof all Motor
State
Police.
The hue and cry of the recent "wet" - "dry" election
carriers regulated by the Inand Mel Purcell. These same
Gene B. Wright, Murray,
has passed and the voters of the city have expressed
terstate Commerce Commisboys will play in the doubles
improper passing, fined $10.00 sion totaled $13.5
themselves emphatically by a nearly two to one vote,
billion in
events.
costs $18.50; State Police.
1969. This figure is expected1
that they wish to keep legal alcohol out of the city.
Billy Wilford, Benton Route. to increase to $2J.5 billion
This vote was due largely to the determined and
One, speeding, fined $10.00 costs by 1980.
vigorous efforts of the Calloway County Dry League.
$18.50; State Police.
Farland .
Moaliy, Lynn
The victory for the Dry League brings on another
Grove,
speeding,
costs of $18.50
is
now
question however and that is just what does it plan to
Knight
Sgt. Ed
recuperating at his home after paid, fine of $10.00 suspended;
do about the illegal sale of alcohol in the city, if
having undergone back surgery State Police.
anything.
at a hospital in Memphis, Tenn. Billy Winchester, Murray
" We have heard that the number of bootleggers in the A thought for today: British
The Murray man returned to _Route Five, speeding, costs of
politician Ernest Bevin said,
pity and county number anywhere from fifty to eighty, "There has never been a war
his home on Thursday. He has $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00
Ends Tue.
so possibly the figure of sixty bootleggers might be yet which, if the facts had been
been a member of the Murray suspended; State Police.
May 11
John H. Campbell, Huntingdon
Police Force since 1964.
put calmly before the ordinary
more reasonable.
drivr
overweight
on
single
Tenn.,
The people of the city and county have lived with this fold, could not have been
axle, fined $80.00 costs $13.50;
situation for many years and it was only because of the prevented. The common man is
State
Department of Motor
the greatest protection against
baq
local option election that the Dry League was formed. war."
Transportation.
(Continued
torom
Page
One
McKenzie,
Harper,
William
Can we take the attitude that since bootleggers do not
worshipers he hoped "these Tenn., overweight on single axle,
4Z
erect nice stores with neon advertising signs, that they
demonstrations are the Selma fined $100.00 costs $13.50; State
just do not exist? This would be a childish conclusion at
of the war." He called for the Department of Motor Tran(Continued From Page One)
e.Yin. best,
raising of $50 million for sportation.
Rev. Wendell -H. Rene, Sr.•,If the Dry League is honest in its convicticaas that the
"reparations" for Indochinese
Marshall Gillarn, Alin° Rout(
pastor of the Bellevue Baptist
victims of the war.
One, speeding, fined $10.00 costs
sale of alcohol is bad, legal or illegal, then their
Church, Owensboro, will be the
"If American forgets its $18.50; State Police.
'campaign should not slow down and they should be the For the umpteenth time, we do guest minister at the First
countless moral obligations," Charles Easley, Evansville,
Baptist
Church
on
Sunday.
leading force in the community to rid the county of not publish letters to the editor
Drinan said, "we will rightfully Ind., speeding, costs of $18.50
A native of Kentucky, Rev.
that are not signed, or which
illegal whiskey too.
The 26th traffic accident for the
called barbarians."
paid, fine of $10.00 suspended;
degrade someone, or which Rone is a graduate of Murray month of April in the city of be
Admittedly the Local Option Committee was a
Earlier Friday about 1,000 State Police.
State
University
and
the
slander or malign someone.
Murray was investigated by the members Of 'the
Vietnam Lanny McDermott, Almo
visible "enemy" and possibly easier to attack,
Southern Baptist Theological
Murray Police Department on Veterans Against the War Route One, fishing without a
however we feel sure that the unseen illegal sales of
His
Seminary in Louisville.
Friday at 3:40 p.m. No injuries ended five days of protests in license,fined $15.00 costs $18.50
The Lassie show on television former pastorates include were listed on the report.
alcohol represent just as concrete a foe.
the capital by flinging their Department of Fish and Wildlife.
Hopewell,
Macedonia,
CurdWe wait with anticipation to see just what strategy was cancelled on TV.
Cars involved were a 1965 Ford campaign medals over a six- Bobbie Belcher, 626 Broad
svWe, Pleasant Grove, and Utica
the Dry League will employ since it was obvious that
in Daviess County, Kentucky; four door Falcon driven by Nellie foot-high wire fence towards Street, Murray, driving while
over one-third of the voters felt that legal sale of Went out to the Palace the other Seven Hills Baptist Church, Jo Jackson Snow of 1101 Story, the west side of the Capitol.
intoxicated, amended to reckless
Murray, and a 1969 Ford four One speaker described the driving,fined $100.00 costs $13.50;
alcohol was to be desired over the illegal,sale
Baptist
night and got a cheeseburger Owensboro, First
door Galaxie driven by Ruth
service State Police.
with a double order of onions on Church, Newport; Memorial Armstrong Brandon, Hazel Road, decorations acquired for
in Vietnam as "symbols of James
Jones,
Dexter,
t. We think we would have defied Baptist Church, Murray, First Murray.
shame and dishumanity."
speeding, fined $10.00 costs
Baptist Church, Middlesboro,
e best Certs ever made.
Police
said
Mrs.
Snow
was
"Here's my merit-bade for $18.50; State Police.
and East Baptist Church,
going east on the Be! Air Shop- murder," one demonstrator Gary McGregor, Benton Route
Paducah.
LiDGER. TIMM FILL
NORIA AMC Re
ping Center driveway and pulled shouted. "Nixon's going to burn One, speeding, costs of $18.50
Rev. Rone has served as
ailed Wiley Trenholm the other
out in front of the Brandon car in hell for the murders he's paid, fine of $10.00 suspended;
All
Mac6raw
• Ryan O'Neal
Daviess.
the
moderator
of
Mrs. Neil Fountain, age 32, died at Trenton, Mich., and funeral night and got some his chicken.
going south on U.S. Highway 641. doing.
State
Police.
'McLean Baptist Association and
hey does it up right.
services will be at Dexter Methodist Church with burial in Jeffery
Damage to the Snow car was on - Tossing their dead sons'- Paul Garland, Murray Route
BaptItt
the Bon County
Cemetery here. Her parents are Mr. and Mrs. Stanley Hopkins of
the left front end and to the medals over the fence were Four, speeding, costs of $18.5G
as
assistant
Association,
#1
Dexter Route One.
Brandon car on the right front "Gold Star Mothers" Mrs. paid, fine of *10.00 suspended;
Not SW*
e can polish off a can of Sar- moderator of the General end.
A delegation from Egypt will be entertained May 2 at the
Anna
Pine,
Trenton,
N.J.,
and
Police.
State
Baptists
in
KenAssociation
of
es
in
short
order
when
we
are
Kenlake Hotel by the Board of Directors of the Western Dark
Twenty-five minutes earlier on Mrs. Evelyn Carrasquillo, Mia- Homer Branch, Albion, Ill..
pecially hungry. Eat 'em with tucky, on the executive com- Friday another collision was
Fired Tobacco Growers Association.
mi, Fla.
Speeding, fined $10.00 costs
the
Baptist
State
Board
mittee
of
The Civic Improvement Association is again placing tubs of ood fresh cracker.
occurred at the intersection of
$18.50; State Police.
of Missions in Kentucky, on the
flowers in the downtown area this year, according to Mrs. Hershel
South 16th Street and Kirkwood
MONTHLY SINGING
Terry Lee, Murray Route Two,
of
Managers
of
the
Board
Corn, chairman of the project.
Drive between a 1965 Buick four The monthly singing will be speeding, costs of $18.50 paid, fine
Recorder,
on
the
Western
In baseball games, Murray College High beat Cuba 8 to 7 and
door driven by Helen Elizabeth Id Saturday, April 24, at 7:30 of $10.00 suspended; State Police.
Executive Committee of the
Murray High beat Reiland 6 to 4.
King and ovnied by Dr. H. King of .m. at the Hardin Pentecostal
Kerry Williams, Murray Route
Southern -Baptist Historical
Benton, and a 1970 Opel two door
urch of God. Featured singers Two, speeding,amended to
Society, as chairman of the
April 22, 1971
wagon owned by Kenneth Weodtz 11 be the Gospel Aires from disorderly conduct, costs of $18.50
Kentucky Baptist Historical
ADULTS 104
and driven by Elizabeth Ann
year, Tenn. The public is paid, fine of $10.00 suspended;
Commission,
and
as
President of Weodtz of
NURSERY 11
908 South 16th Street, vited.
State Police.
the Daviess County Historical Vurray.
LEDGER. & TIMES FILL
Danny Darnell, Murray Route
Society.
NEWBORN ADMISSIONS
The city police report said the
FOUB CITED
Baby Boy McClure (Mrs. Rev. Rone will be in charge of King car was going north on Four persons were cited by the Two, speeding, costs of $18.50
Phyllis Ann McClure
Rt. 1, the morning worship service at South 16th Street when the Murray Police Department paid, fine of $10.130 suspended;
Miss Lorena Cook, age 78, died yesterday at the home of her.
Murray, Baby Boy Davenport 10:45 and the evening service at Weodtz car at Kirkwood pulled yesterday and last night. They State Police.
brother-in-law, Robert Swam, 1509 Main Street.
I Mrs. Marilyn Davenport), 1633 7:30. All members and visitors into the path of the King car. Mrs. were one for no operator's license David Adams, 304 South 4th
Ann Perry, daughter of Mr. and Mrs. W. R. Perry, and Gene
Street, Murray, speeding, coati
Farmer, Murray.
are invited to attend both ser- Weodtz had trouble with her car and reckless driving, one for af $18.50 paid, fine of $10.00
Hendon, son of Mr. and Mrs. Carnie Hendon, are valedictorian
vices, a church spokesman said. and it jumped into the street, disorderly conduct,one for public suspended; State Police.
and salutatorian respectively of the Murray High School senior
ADULTS ONLY
according to the police report. drunkenness, and one for sale of David Crenshaw,
Color
DISMISSALS
Hass.
Almo,
A 90%0f FOCI .NTE RNATIONAl
Damage to the King car was on alcoholic beverages in local dry speeding, fined 10.00 costs
Clayton Fulton, Rt. 3, Murray,
at
Eight more players have been selected to play in the third
$1850
the front and to the Weodtz car on option territory.
Mrs. Mary Louise Brooks, Rt. 1,
annual North-South All-Star high school game here on June 16.
State Police.
the right side.
Farmington, Walter Evans
Miss Wanda Jean Trevathan and Kenneth Morris were married
William Taylor, 1500 Oak
Thursday at 8:50 a.m. a OUTRAGED TAXPAYER
Blackburn, 100 Hickory Dr.,
on April 14.
Street, Murray, speeding. fined
occurred
collision
at
South
4th
Murray, Master Michael David
Births reported include a girl to Mr. and Mrs. Alois E. Jones on
LANSING, Mich. ( UPI)— $10.00 costs $18.50; State Police.
Hopkins, Rt. 3, Murray, Mrs. "The Tony Fontane Story" will and Sycamore Streets between a Michigan's legislators were a Patrick Paschall, Almo Route
April 21 and a girl to Mr.and Mrs. L. P. Hendon on April 22.
Linda Fay Starks and Baby Boy, be shown Sunday. April 25, at 1967 Cougar two door hardtop little disturbed today over a One, speeding, costs of $18.50
6
Rt. 1, Hardin, Mrs. Jane nine p.m. at the First Baptist driven by Linda Wadkins Crouch postcard they received from a paid, fine of $10.03 suspended;
of Murray,Route Four and a 1970 disgruntled taxpayer complainElizabeth Riley and Baby Boy, Church.
State Police,
Chevrolet two door hardtop ing about how the state has
Rt. 8, 106 Sunset Circle, Benton,
Danny Manning, Kirksey
The
movie
is
being
by
driven
Blanco
presented
Denton
Rt.
2,
Linda
Sue
Hill,
Mrs.
been spending
IMMIX a runs Fill
his money Route One, operating on revoked
by
the
Calloway
County
Ferguson
of
Murray
Route
Four.
Youth
Murray, Mrs. Lois Mae Orrecently
license, fined $10.00 costs 818.50
miston, Rt. 2, Sullivan, Ind., Mrs. DemonStration for Christ. The Police said Mrs. Crouch, going
The only address it bore was: State Police.
Deaths reported are C. R. Darnell, age 51, Joel Trimble, age 23, Mary Katherine Myers, 502 S. public is cordially invited to east on Sycamore. said she had
"The 148 thieving rats. Barry Thomas, Murray Route
attend, a youth spokesman said. stopped for the stop sign at South
and Miss Annie Overcast, age 71.
6th, Murray.
Lansing. Mich "
tine, speeding, costs of $18.50
Eighty seniors from the six county high schools will receive
4th, looked, but failed to see the
their diplomas within the next two weeks. There are 21 at Hazel
Ferguson car going north on orrICIlmiNSliantloM.
16 at Kirkaey, 12 at Lynn Grove, 11 at Almo,and 10 each at Faxor
South 4th Street.
Cmecom
s lanai:Jon we,
and New Concord.
Damage to the Crouch car was
alvtaxi6t
Inyag
Bernard Bell, James Elmer Hutson, Charles Delmar Wright,
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
on the right front and to the
S 641 NORTH
Wesley Redden,Palmer Culp Culpepper, and James R. Williams
Ferguson car on the left side.
One
of
the
greatest
sports
event
draftees from Calloway County, left April 22 for Louisville for
Patterson.
InURRAY
of the year will take place
examinations.
Coach for the faculty will be
TODAY ONLY1
Members of Coach Clifton Thurman's track team at Murray Monday night, April 26, at eight Supt. William B. Miller,
ilk\)0061 talgnlig
who was
In the "Good Old Days"
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Training School include Graham, Joe Robinson, Alexander p.m. in Jeffrey Gymnasium when former coach at Almo.
us641 NORTH
Randolph Story, Gholson, Haley, Washburn, Nanney, and Harris the senior boys take on the un- The basketball officials
6:00 Start 7:00
ALL Movies Were 25
'
are
Coffee is advertised at two pounds for 25 cents in the Tolley and defeated Calloway County
U
•• en Free
Adults 1.50 Children .75
B.B. Hook and Carlee Saylors.
faculty in the llth annual senior
Carson food market ad this week.
COME
This game shoud provide the 4:30, 7:00, 9:30, Plus 2:00 Sun.
faculty basketball game.
Nominated for
ultimate in basketball exHEY! KIDS 2-102
10 Academy Awards
Representing the seniors will citement and competition, a
"BENEATH THE PLANE
be the first five players Pete school spokesman said AdOil THE APES"
Roney, Dennis Sears, Darrell mission is 75 cents for adults and
shall
we
season
— AND —
due
Crawford, Mike Klines, and Paul 50 cents for students.
And let as not be weary in well doing:for In
Helen Hayes Winner
Rushing. Four other players will
reap, If we taint not—Galattans 5:9.
Best Supporting Actress
''THE ONLY GAME
Good does triumph though sometimes our reward seems long in be selected from the senior class. FALCONS SWAP SABATINI:
IN TOWN"
4.11,t_AAI11
corning Persist!
ATLANTA ( UPI )-LDefe4,1ve
Representing the Calloway
CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER
Bill Sabatine, seeking to
tackle
S 64, NORTH
County High faculty will be two
after a one-year
former all OVC players Jerry come baek
3:55, 5:35.
Conley of Morehead State, who retirement, was traded Friday
7:15, 8:55, 10:30
Atlanta
Falcons
by Carl Riblet Jr.
by
the
of
the
was drafted by two pro basket25' TO ALIA!
,
National Football Conference to
(„A
ball teams, and Howie Crittenden
San Diego Chargers of the hey'll do everything possible
the
, Laurel & Hardy
AAU
who
was
an
Man is the only creature who knows his whole life of Murray State
10 COLOR
in every possible way.
American Conference for an
L
Feature
long that he is going to die. However, up until the All-American and still holds most undisclosed draft choice.
U
States scoring records.
Murray
of
very last moment he doesn't believe it
CLOWNS"
Sabatino, 6-foot-3, 245-pounds
CARTOONS s.
Other members of the faculty from Colorado, was a part; e
will be Latry Dunn, David player for the Falcons in
"All hope of never
Leiner, Larry England, Billy but retired at the owl of
dying here lies dead."
•
Nix, George Dowdy. and W. T. seaSOP
•
—Epitaph. 1646
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Lee Smith who started this Fins 'n Feather page was claimed
by death on Thursday. She and her husband, Ed Smith, started
writing this column several years ago about the hunting and
fishing news of Calloway and Marshall Counties.
Later Lee has written the column herself except when the
illness and subsequent death of her mother, Mrs. Bettie Oliver,
forced her to stop writing while she was caring for her in her
long illness.
Lee probably knew more about the many bird dogs and their
hunrers in Calloway and Marshall Counties than almost any
person. She and her husband were presented a special award by
the Twin Lakes Coonhunters Association for the special
publicity given by them several years ago.
Lee was planning a column for this week on this page and just
this week on Tuesday had talked to people here in the office of
the Ledger & Times collecting news items about the many
fisherman that were "catching" them in Kentucky and Barkley
Lakes.
In the past year Lee and her family had moved to a farm home
in the New Concord area where Lee could roam the fields and
have her own flowers. She loved the out of doors and the many
animals of the land.
Lee had a style of writing all of her own. She could take one
item and make an interesting column out of it, adding her bit of
'tor humor,whereas other wise it would be only a quaint news
item.
When the special page for Fins 'n' Feathers was sold with the
s, it was Lee who sold it and just last spring had sold
of the spaces for the continuing page run each Saturday in
Ledger & Times.
Those of us here at the office of the Ledger & Times who had
'dworked with Lee loved her dearly and a writer for her column
will be impossible to replace.

Camping Fees
Are Set At
District Sites
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KENTUCKY

Understanding
The Ropes For
Good Boating

tatewl e
Fishing
Report

Daily camping fees will be
collected this summer at two
FRANKFORT, Ky. (UM.'
developed sites in the Nashville
A boat owner starting his first
fishing at KentudrY'y
Croppie
Engineers.
of
Corps
District,
season is confronted by a variety
as
today
described
Col. John C. Bell, District lakes was
of ropes or lines when he goes
years" by the State
Engineer, said the fees of one "the best in
shopping. if you own a small
Wildlife
and
Fish
dollar per night per family will Department of
powerboat, advise the boating
be charged at Floating Mill Resources.
experts at Mercury outboards,
Campground, on Center Hill
you can concentrate on a
The lake-by-lake rundown:
lake; and at the Obey River
relatively few kinds and thus
CUMBERLAND-Croppie
Campground, Dale Hollow Lake.
avoid confusion.
Dave Harbour
sections,
User charges at the cam- excellent in all
It helps to remember that
emerging
of
tops
the
pgrounds apply for the period especially in
much of the rope in marine stores
good
bass
from May 28 through September willowstickups. White
is intended for sailboat use.
fishing
6. There are no charges at 59 in upper reaches by still
Much of this is either nylon or
casting.
and
trolling
other camping areas in the minnows,
dacron. Nylon tends to stretch
Black bass fair by casting and
district.
under strain and this
appreciably
Some limits of trout
The charging of fees at areas jigging.
makes it excellent for anchor,
and
milky
to
Clear
dam.
below
which have certain facilities
mooring and dock lines of all
falling at 3 feet below timberline,
available was established under
kiwis of boats. But stretching is a
62.
provisions of the Flood Control temperature
nuisance on sailboats, where rope
BARKLEY- Limits of croppie
Act of 1968, following cooris often used to adjust the sails to
and
A
Murray
State
University
dination with interested Federal at 5-feet over stumpbeds
best suit existing conditions. If
student has what outdoorsmen
and state agencies. The Act around stickups. Excellent catthe rope stretches and contracts
casting, anywhere would consider to be
prohibits the collection of en- ches on black bass by
with changes in wind pressure,
white bass the ideal summer job. On June 1,
and
croppie
good
1 it
and
fees
admission
or
trance
adjustment cannot be
sail
rising at 67. Dave Harbour will take his wife
limits the charge to those who are below dam,clear and
So for this purpose
maintained.
KENTUCKY --Croppie good in and two children to Manitoba, sailors use dacron, which looks
using the facilities.
Scat- Canada where he will manage a
Throughout the Corps, 83 all sections at 2 to 4 feet.
4'#
somewhat like nylon and is
and hunting and fishing resort.
bass
white
bass,
black
tered
49
at
developed campgrounds
almost as strong, but stretche
clear and When notified that he had been
lakes in 20 states are subject to croppie fair below dam,
much less.
named to the post, Harbour, a
the user fees. Primitive, or rising at 66.
Only rarely does a powerboat
DALE HOLLOW - Good graduate assistant in the Murray man find a real use for dacron so
lightly developed, campgrounds
State Journalism Department
TOW11.53
along more than 30,000 miles of catches of croppie in bushy
on the whole he can ignore it.
••••••• •
shoreline on Corps operated lakes areas, bluegill good. Clear and was elated."I knew the owners of Also, sailboat lines are handled a
were
falling at 2 feet below timber and the Laurie River Lodge
are available free of charge.
BEST
FISHING OF THE
lot and frequently pass through
considering a whole group of
YEAR? RIGHT NOW
A $12.06 fee has been set for at 64.
pulleys. Very smooth, flexible,
for
qualified
candidates
Good
RIVER
GREEN
eight campgrounds in other
braided construction is thus a
which have fully croppie, some limits, at 7 feet in manager. Being picked as the hallmark of a sailboat rope.
FRANKFORT, Ky.-Fabulous But with the ending of the.
WASHINGTON, D. C. - 40th World Shooting Cham- districts
coves. Limits of black bass by most qualified' is a real honor..Conventional twisted
period will come
including
facilities,
a
developed
should be oje rule rather three-week
mpetitors in the Ilth U. S. pionships fired at Phoenix last
other types of fishing for the
water casting, clear and rishog at 64. Resides, theses not.-a bettw satifactory or usual
hot
pads,
t
Kentucky
in
execption
tent-trailer
the
than
ternattcrnat- Shooting- Ctatm- Ocizber.
LAKE -Croppie place in the world to fish if you purposes not involving frequent waters for the next two months. same species which
BAREN
will be
Army showers, electrical hookups,
Jack Writer, an
onships to be fired at Phoenix,
lake at 3 to 4 like lunker walleyes and fighting handling and passage through No matter the type freshwater highly productive.
throughout
good
stations,
dump
sanitary
toilets,
La
from
Officer
a
Reserve
izona, May 18-30, will have
no
fishing a person desires, he will The white bass will have moved
controlled access and paved feet, white bass good in head- whitefish-just as there's
sheaves.
ond goal in addition to win- Grange, Illinois, who won 11,
waters, fair black bass by better place than West Kentucky Both nylon and dacron wW more than likely find it within from their spawning grounds
roads.
circularoty
and
access
ingnational target shooting medals in the World Chamcasting. Clear and rising at 64. for slab croppie fishing!"
sink. This is shortcoming for Kentucky. From the streams, to back into the deep waters and
pionships, figures to be a A $1.00 fee applies to facilities
tles.
NOL1N -Croppie good, some Laurie River Lodge is located such purposes as water ski tow the farm ponds, to the major will be very hungry. They will be
controlled
toilets,
include
which
f; The championships, which will leading contender for a spot on
.
ana above Flin-Flon and its location
access, tables and grills or fire limits, around treetops
lines, which should float so they lakes -there'll be various species found alongside deep, rocky
conducted by the National the Rifle Squad.
by on McGavock Lake is inacbass
black
fair
stickups,
and
access
paved
and
circles
a two boat's of fish to be caught and the banks, maybe at 40 to 50 feet, and
will not foul
Sparbe
also
Meredith,
will
Bruce
Maj.
fle Association,
casting heads of bays. Clear and cessible except by float plane. propeller, and so that driver and average fisherman will play his they'll be caught at night on
are
There
roads.
circularory
!final tryouts for places on the U. tanburg, S. C. ,also an Army
Harbour reports that it is far skier can always sec how much favorite and should be well minnows. When a school is
rising at M.
$. Pan American Shooting Team. Reservist, will probably return to 74 of these operated by the Corps, ROUGH RIVER LAKE - from any form of pollution.
located it's not difficult to harvest
slack is left when - taking off. rewarded.
the two in the Nashville
.0, total of 21 shooters will be defend his Smallbore Rifle Prone including
Croppie g6od with some near The Murray student is also a Synthetic ropes like polyethylene Right now, of course, and for a limit of 60 with little difficulty.
District.
American
,:picked on the basis of scores in title. He also holds the
limits around bushy banks at 4 successful outdoor writer and and polypropylene will float, so the next two weeks fishermen
Her fishermen use a light and
record for the course with a 599
Oe matches.
feet, white bass good in head of photographer, having con- are often seen in this kind of generally will be concerned with usually remain anchored in the
is
Merclith
Games
1967.
in
fired
American
600
of
out
Pan
The VI
Sports Afield, service. Typically they come in the white base-runs that are same spot throughout the night.
north fork, fair black bass by tributed to
-sire scheduled to be held in Cali, one of only two competitors to
casting. Clear and rising at 66. Sport/I/ibis's, the Murray Ledger bright, distinctive colors and they occurring in the headwater and They shine the light into the
olombia, July 31 through August have won the U. S. crown twice.
HERRINGTON - Croppie good & Times and Benton's Leisure have a rather hard, slippery feel feeder streams of a number of the water which: attracts minute
4. In the last Pan American crown twit*,
with half limits frequent around Scene in addition to over a score to them. They hold knots poorly larger lakes. They also will be waters bugs which in turn bring
Games held at Winninpeg, The other LS Army Maj. Lones
stickups, some limits of big black of other publications. "One of so it is better to make eye splices found below the dams in many in the minnow or shad. Those the
Canada, in 1971, U. S. corn- Wigger,Carter, Mont., who had a
vass by jigging at night, fair the attractions of Laurie River,"
This should furnish whites feast on and those are
Pilots and pleasure craft white bass by trolling in lake, he said, "is that in a two *minute in the ends. A very simple streams.
competitors won every individual hot hand last year when he w
enables furious fishing until early in May. what attract the whites in great
"fid"
plastic
pointed
no
will
He
titles.
rifle
the
River
Tennessee
of
three
the
operators on
and team shooting event except
white bass slow in Dix River walk you can snap pictures of such splices to be made quickly Then
they'll be caught in numbers and hold them in the
likely compete this year since
have been cautioned by the Nash- area. Clear and stable at 67.
one.
bears, moose, the other North and it only takes a moment to another manner.
area. True, on given nights the
of
Corps
District
The NRA has slated a 16-mat4 was assigned to Vietnam earli ville
country game, then take enough learn how.
whites may never come in and
•
•
Also, as on right now, and
schedule for the U. S. Chan this year.
Engineers,in regard to work now FISHTRAP- Good white bass big fish pictures to dress up any
Manila rope, made of a natural continuing through early May, the result is a lost night of fishing.
Among the front-runners in in process in Hamilton County at
pionships. On tap will be six
casting an stillfishing in family album. I plan on doing a fiber, is still in wide use. When
But usually at sometime between
croppie fiherrnen will be
pistol matches, eight rifle events pistol competition will be Bill River Mile 483.6.
headwaters, fair bluegill. Murky lot of writing and photography." buying rope, compare rated load the
and dawn, they will be
dusk
reaping huge dividends by fishing
and a pair of shotgun tourneys. Blankenship, Columbus, Ga., Col. John C. Bell, district and rising at 64.
Although the lodge is isolated, with diameter and price per foot
Papermouth, available.
Mr.
for
shallow
Contestants will shoot a single who won a pair of events in 1970 engineer, saif the tennessee BUCKHOFtN -Bluegill good,
the general fee for a week's to make a realistic selection.
At a still later time, usually in
They are now in the beginning of
course of fire in all events except and Marine WO Francis Valley Authority is conducted
catches of croppie. Clear and vacation is modest and includes Synthetics are usually much
fair
the whitetwill be found in
June,
the spawning seson and this will
pose that will serve as com- Higginson, Quantico, Va., who exploratory drilling operations at rising at 59.
the price of a round trip plane
the jumps but that's another
petition for positions on the Pan also took two events last year. that point, to construe an aerial DEWEY-Fair croppie at 5 ticket. When asked- what Laurie stronger and more durable than continue for several weeks.
story.
be
Am team. These matches will be year.
power line crossing 1.6 mile feet, scattered catches of white River sportsmen do with their natural 'fiber ropes and can
bass are hungry Croppie may be caught after
black
the
And
wet.
still
while
away
stowed
contenders
Rapid
be
Others who will
-the Center Fire Pistol,
above Bass Bay Dock.
fish and game; the new manager
bass. Murky and rising at 64
Natural fiber rope will ro in many lakes and will be caught their spawning forays by fishing
fire Pistol, Free Pistol, Three for the Pistol Squad include Don The area to be drilled extends GRAYSON -Black bass fair pointed out that the Lodge freezes
quickly-4-&tweed when wet. on live halt and various minnow- at night. They also will be taken
Rifle, Hamilton, Brockton, Mass., Free from the water's edge on the
Smallbore
Position
and improving by casting and and packs the catches for a Prolonged exposure to sunlight ' like lures as well as on night- in daylight hours but around
Smallbore Rifle Prone Match and Pistol defending champ, Marine right bank to a point 750 feet still fishing, scattered catches
shipment home.
cravilers, fished oft the banks. fallen treetops at 15 to 40 feet
synthetic ropes worst enemy,
William McMillian, landward of the black, or can,
Lt. Col.
the Skeet competition.
Harbour's wife, Nikkie, and keep it under cover when not
croppie. Clear to milky a ni
This fishing should continue good down.
7 The top four firers in Center Turtle Creek, Pa., America's buoy line. A floating plant is rising at 56.
their two children, Todd age four use,
until early May, when it will drop When black bass are. on their
Fire and Rapid Fire Pistol and only Gold Medalist in Rapid Fire being used for the operation,
and Ben age three, live on Route
as the blacks hover over their nest they'll hardly hit at all, but
off
she high individual in Free Pistol Pistol, and Army SicJfezekiah which is scheduled for com- CAMPING PAMPHLET Three, Murray. What does a
in spawning operations. when they come off they are
nests
Use
)
ft
Easy
Grill
Gas
' compose the Pistol Squad. Clark, New Orleapt; La., who pletion about May 10.
Kentucky wife think about her
The black are now furnishing hungry and furnish some furious
ForU.S.
a
"Backpacking,"
One
things
of
best
the
tourthe
pistol
in
hair
first
finishers
the
won
four
first
In the interest of safety to both
The
est Service Publication, is upcoming Canadian summer? "I
gas grill, the good fishing in farm ponds and in fishing by casting surface lures.
two srnallbore events will make naments he,entered this year. personnel and equipment, a an excellent guide for the suppose I'll miss going to the about a modern
Gas
Association most streams. Right now the That is the most appealing type
American
Ftobert2textale, Emmaus, Pa., navigation notice has been issued adventurer seeking freedom store twice a week, but the Lodge
up the Rifle Squad. The Shotgun
reports, is that it practically season is barely opening for fishing.
Squad will be the high four won the International Skee by the Corps, reminding found in no other type of has its attractions," Mrs. Har- takes care of itself.
bluegill. Before long they will be Actually by casting the surface
match last year, becoming the operators of all boats that they Wilderness travel. The 25- bour said. "The climate is mild.
gunners in the Skeet Match.
To keep your grill clean on the spawning beds in just lure in the early morning and late
If an individual should qualify first man to win thc U. S. crown should reduce speed and proceed rent, 28-page pamphlet tells The cabins all have modern and sparkling, after each use about all waters and while they afternoon, thefisherman may see
you the areas to visit, how to
leave the top open and turn
for the team with more than one twice and is the prd6able favorite with caution in the work area.
equipment to plumbin,gand wall to wall carpet. the control to "high" for are on the beds'fishing will be the fish striike the bait. They
.
,
Correct passing signals should travel the
gun the NRA has detailed rules to repeat.
.
to
hike
delicious
Aqd
ii
foal
The
take, what to wear, and gives
about 15 minutes to burn the furious. -Miro fisDervion would usually continue surface feeding
for selecting.additional- shooters The Clay Pigeon internation be used when passing any you tips on packing, sanita- fish too!"
grease drippings from the need do is locate the pan-like for three or four weeks and they
so that the U. S. Team will have a version of 'U. S. trapshooting floating plant working in tion, making camp and the
"Ninety-five percent of the briquettes.
nest, fish over it with worms or will be caught at deeper levels.
sera
by
taken
been
tontestants.
has
titles
21,
of
waters
a
and
navigable
wide a type meals to prepare.
full squad
Clean the grid or rack with small flies and the bluegill will do
fishermen who visit the Lodge,"
Fishing these days is a science,
years.
this
five
in
past
the
viceman for
Excepted tO compete
berth as practical should be
Harbour added, "come in after hot. sudsy ater and rinse it the rest.
the more a fisherman knows
and
The Nashville District carries out Ithe first day's fishing with sore while it is still warm from
year's championships are many Most of these titlists are now maintained.
So,for a couple of three weeks about the various species, the
of the competitors who were of civilians and it is not known at The Corps of Engineers is this program on the waterways in arms from fighting pike or lake use. After several uses, turn fishing
good better the chances of catching his
be
should
briquettes over, and
the U. S. Team. which this time how many of them wil responsible for the navigational the Cumberland and Tennessee trout. And that's not a bad way to the
the grill everywhere.
quota.
of
inside
the
clean
represented this country in the enter the competition at Phoenix aspects of all inland waterways. river basins
wend a vacation."
as needed
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Conservation
is Your
Responsibility
ITE
LANE

WARD - ELKINS

5_TANDARD

HELP PRESERVE
OUR WILDLIFE.
Our New Gun Department
Is Now Open!

AirrHowszvo DIALEP

AM E

III

III
MARTIN

ED.

OIL PRODUCTS

411. r34Rvg
.•

pa
MOTORS coign:nuncios

TAYLOR
MOTORS
Mb

POPLAR

"WEST KENTUCKY'S
TI ANSPORTATION CENTER"
rsONI 711-1371

1109 Pogue Avenue.
Phone 753-4652

LIBERTY
Super Market
Marrs'', Largest and

NA-CHUFtS
Liquid Fertilizer

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
-GUNS- and AMMUNITION -

Moat Modern Market

CEEN EVFkY EVENING UNTIL
MIDNIGHT
Hazel HIghw.

a„iiaiaissassiot,

Murray. Kentuegy

* Alpax

* Cherokee

* Alurnacraft

* Fabuglas
* M *nark

JOHNSON MOTORS
Sales and Service
New Concord. Ky.
Phone 436 5496

HUTSON

CHEMICAL

CO.. INC.
'PROMPT, EFFICIENT SERVICR IS OUR
MAJOR BUSINESS'
Call Any Time

753-1933

We Give Treasure Chest stamps

a

4

RICHARD ORR
01ST. CO.
Bulk Distributor

WE'LL TRADE FOR ANYTHING!

'I

RESORT
•

All Makes of Guns

CYPRESS SPRINGS

Zenith TVs
Chestnut Street

oo Sporting Lffloods
Murray, Ky

dither
Veer Prescription Carefully & Aecorately Filled

Located W Railroad Avenue Phone 753-2571
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leiztatl
Saturday, April 24

books. A tea will follow. The
public is invited to attend.

The Alpha Department of
Murray Woman'S Club will hay
The Murray LionS Club will
its noon luncheon at the clu
have its spring mop and broom
house with Mesdames Thomas
sale in the city tonight.
Brown,
Mary
Bordeaux,
Raymond Dixon, Misses Lala
Phi Delta Kappa will have its
Cain and Ann Carr as hostesses. initiation at the Student
Union Building, MSU at 6:30 p.m
The Murray-Calloway County
Shrine Club will meet at the
Senior and Junior recitals of
American Legion Hall at 7:30 Cletus Murphy, Wingo, counterp.m. Preceding the meeting tenor, and Charles Tichenor.
Shriners and their wives will Calhoun, piano, win be at the
meet at Southsale Restaurant for recital hall, Fine Arts Building.
dinner at 6:30 p.m.
MSU at eight p.m. No charge.

Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
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Good Citizenship !Hollis Miller Is
Luncheon Held By Guest Speaker At
Sigma Meeting
The DAR Chapter

for',

Copycat 2d house
upsets 1st family

The Sigma Department of the
The Captain Wendell Oury Murray Woman's Club held its
Chapter of the Daughters of the April meeting at the club house
American Revolution
met Monday evening at seven-thirty
Saturday, April 10, at the Holiday o'clock.
By Abigail Van Buren
Inn for the annual Senior Good
Hollis Miller, minister of the
Citizenship,luncheon.
University
Church
of Christ
DEAR ABBY The lot adjoining ours was sold, and now
Thursday, April 29
Special guests were Miss presented the program. His topic
At bedtime,set clock ahead one
Senior recital of Sherman
we find that the people who bought it are putting up a house
Barbara Brittain, Calloway High was, "Encouraging Self Direchour. Daylight Savings Tina Cline, Owensboro,
identical to ours! We are extremely unhappy about it
piano, will be
Senior Good Citizen, and her tion in Children". Bro. Miller is a
begins.
at the recital hall, Fine Arts
mother, Mrs. Raymond Brittain, native of Glasgow. He and his because ours is a very expensive home and this is not the
Building, MSU,at eight p.m. No
of neighborhood where all the houses look alike.
and Miss Amy Wilson, Murray wife, Jean, and their four sons kind
The International Festival will charge.
We can't understand why the builder would do this, and
her
Senior
Citizen,
Good
High
and
moved
to
Murray
four
years ago we are also wondering what kind
be held at the Unversity School
of people would want a
mother, Mrs. Owen Wilson.
from Los Angeles, California
with exibits in the lobby from two
Murray Welcome Wagon
house exactly like the one next door when there were so
meeting
opened
with
The
was
where Bro. Miller was associated
to 6:30 p.m. and a talent show at Newcomers' Club Third Annual
many beautiful plans to pick from.
seven p.m. in the auditorium. Dessert Card Party will be held the ritual and prayer by Mrs. with Pepperdine University. Bro.
I do not consider this a compliment, and I feel a strong
Jones.
Mrs.
and
Doyle
Price
Leon
Miller is a graduate of Freed'Teter Hay of Brisbane, Australia, at 7:30 p.m. at the Murray
resentment every time I look at the house going up.
will be emcee and Ahmad Woman's Club House. Guest The regent, Mrs. Jones presented Hardeman College and Harding
Any major revisions in our home would be out of the
each girl with her blue and gold College and Graduate School.
Allameh,Tehran,Iran, is festival
question,
and so is moving. Can you offer some advice to
Citizenship
inscribed
Good
pin
cards
own
their
bring
game.
or
Preceding the evening's
chairman. o charge and public
Ticket-stub drawing tor door with the qualities of a good program, Mrs. Bailey Gore, ease our heartache?-PORTAGE, PA.
b invited.
prizes. Call 753-3116 or 753-9754 citizen: Dependability, leader- Chairman, conducted
the
DEAR PORTAGE: You can't keep people from copying
for tickets which are one dollar ship, service, and patriotism. business meeting. It was an-- you, but you CAN change
the appearance of your home so
A Smorgasbord supper will be each.
Miss Brittain and Miss Wilson nounced that a general meeting
drastically that no one would ever recognize it as the same
served at the WOW Hall starting
were also presented with a check will be May 3 and club officers
plan.
at five p.m., sponsored by
from the chapter.
for the new year will be installed
First, plant a high hedge between your home and the
Murray Assembly No. 19 Ordet
Mrs. Paul Sturm gave the at that time.
copycats'. Then landscape your property as individually as
of the Rainbow for Girls. The
program on "Mary Washington, Sigmas elected the following ,
, public is invited. Tickets may be
Mother of Our First President". members to serve the depart- you can. You can add much warmth and coziness to your
I
bought at the door.
The report was rich in the history ment: Chairman-Mrs. Gus home by using Boston ivy in abundance. The end result may
and tradition of the United States. Robertson, Jr.; vice-chairman- so delight you that being copied may turn out to be a blessing
A rummage sale will be held at
Each member „also gave a short Mrs. Clegg Austin; secretary- in disguise. IP. S. Get acquainted with your new neighbors as
,lie American Legion Hall from
vigenette of her ancestor who Mrs. Jere Stripling; treasurer- soon as possible, and let them know why you are changing
the appearance of,Jaw on
JO,glit am.to two
they might copy your
sponsored .114448hting lt)e Diteting of the fought-in the Revolution— ...- Mrs. Sidney Easley.
.by the Hardin Pentcostal Church executive board of the Kirksey
Announcement was made that Sigma members will sponsor a charming camouflage, too.
-70f God.
elementary School Parent- President Nixon was to address Bazaar, which will include
the
DEAR ABBY: I hope you will not think my question is
Teacher Association was the the DAR assembled in Con- sale of baked items, on Friday,
surprise
stork
shower
Philadelphia,
given
stitution
Hall,
in
Pa., April 30 at ten-thirty o'clock in too dumb to answer. Can a virgin have a baby? NEEDS TO
Sunday, April 25
hornor of Mrs. Glen (Bub)Gibbs. on Monday, April 19.
the morning. The Bazaar will be KNOW
;' The Tony Fontane Story" will
meeting
The
was
Allbritten
Mrs.
held
B.
was
C.
on
in the Woman's Club house.
be shown at nine p.m. at the First
DEAR NEEDS: No question, asked in sincerity, is too
Mrs. Kenneth Harrell proffered "dumb" to answer. And the answer
:Baptist Church, sponsored by the Tuesday, April 20, at one o'clock hostess for the luncheon and had
to your question is YES!
in
the
afternoon at the lovely an arrangement of blue tinted the thought for the day.
'.°-.Calloway
County
Hostesses
Youth
home
of
Bill
Mrs.
Crick.
carnations
table.
Blue
the
on
were:
Mesdames
41emonstration for Christ. The
Harold Hurt,
DEAR ABBY: There is a woman who works where I
Mrs. Harold Fones, president, placecarcis were also used to Walter Jones, Jr., Joe
'Apiblic is invited to see the movie.
Ryan
work. She's about 50. She's not a bad looking woman, but she
had Vurposely been late in mark the places of the members Cooper, Bill Thurman,
James wears a bra that gives
her a shape like you wouldn't believe!
arriving to get Mrs. Gibbs to take and guests.
Parker, and Delores Warner.
It pushes her way up high and makes her protrude about a
Honors Day with more than 200 her to the meeting so that the
foot straight out in front It's just like a shelf' She works
undergraduate students being members would already be there
with young men and women, and no one can look at her
recognized will be held at the when she arrived.
without wondering what is the matter with her. She wears
Murray State auditorium at two The gifts were placed in and.
sweaters and knits and clinging-type clothes which
around a dolt cradle in front of
p.m.
accentuate that deformity of hers even more I can't
the fireplace of the home. Mrs.
Gibbs opened her many lovely Miss Carole Reaves, daughter !Staccato" with Dana acunierstand it. She is an intelligent woman, not cheap or on
•f Mr. and Mrs. Glindel Reaves of icompantment.
the make or anything.
Senior recital of Dick Stevens, and useful gifts.
The band concert tour included
Can you tell me why a woman would want to look like
Rantoul,lii., tenor, will be held at During the business sessions Murray, Ky., and Daytona
the Recital Hall, Fine arta Plans were announced for the Beach, Fla., a sophomore at the programs in Orlando, Palm
that' Believe me, she doesn't have to -AMAZED
Building, MSU , at two p.m. No next meeting to be held on University of Florida, Gainsville, Beach, Pompano Beach. Miami.
Ilywood, Miami Springs, Coral
DEAR AMAZED: It's all a matter of perspective. SHE
Tuesday, April 27, at 7:30 p.m. took part in a four day concert
charge.
thinks she looks nice.
with Mrs. Jones as the featured-tour with the Gator Band last
Senior Recital of Don Conclin, speaker and Bro. Connie Wyatt month.
The former Murray girl was
DEAR ABBY: I work for a TV station. I take calls from
Liverpool, N. Y., pino, will be as the devotional speaker.
the general public with regard to program information. What
held at the Recital Hall, Fine Arts Hostesses will be the mothers of featured at each of their ten
barns me is this: Parents who instruct a small child to call
Building, Msu, at 3:30 p.m. No the sixth grade, Mrs. M. D. concerts over Southern Florida,
Rogers, teacher.
playing a xylophone solo, "Hora
Charge.
for information! The information I give them usually has to
Parents who have their last
be written down. This takes a lot of time as I have to SPELL
child graduating from the eight
every word for them. Many times I can hear th.- parent
grade this year will be honored
Monday, April 24
telling the child what to say, so we have a three-way
Chapter M of the P. E. 0. by the PTA at the Tuesday night
conversation going Kids sometimes don't get it right the
Sisterhood will meet at the home meeting.
first time, so they keep calling back.
of Mrs. Alfred Lindsey, Jr., at Mrs. Charles Coleman and
It would make my job a lot easier if parents would call
7:30 p.m. with the program'to be Mrs. Crick directed the members
for information themselves if their kids are not old enough to
given by Mrs. Morgan Sisk.
in some appropriate stork shower
use the phone properly and take down a message. One
games with Mrs. Elvin Crouse
A six-week off-campus course
mother told me after her child had called me four times with
being
the
recipient
of the prizes in weaving and textile
Benton Williams, former
the same question that she WANTED her child to learn how
design will
missionary to Thailand, will who presented them to Mrs. be offered in Murray, beginning
to use the telephone and calling me was good training! I told
The honoree was Monday, April
speak at 6:30 p.m. at the Baptist Gibbs.
26, Miss Clare
her to have the kid call his Aunt Martha -"HAD IT" AT
;resented
pink
a
and
white
Eagle, chairman of the DepartStudent Union. The public is
KNXT
corsage.
invited.
it of Art at Murray State
Miss Carole Reaves
DEAR HAD IT: Other information-dispensing plisse
liniversity, has announced.
Refreshments of white cakes
operators have "had It" for the same reason, and have
The Blood River Baptist
Gables,South Dade, Fort Pierce,
written to say so In the absence of an Aunt Martha, a
Association Woman's Missionary decorated in yellow lime.punch
The course, to be sponsored and Vero Beach
with
a
floating
ring
grandmother will do.
ice
of
jointly by the Murray State Art
Society will meet at the First
Miss Reaves is attend the
cherries and Department and the Murray Art
Baptist Church at seven p.m. pineapple and
University of Florida on an all
What's your problem? You'll feel better if you get it off
Miss Belinda Ball, summer baby doll in the punch bowl, the Guild, will be taught by Mrs. expense
paid four
year
your chest. Write to ABBY, Box WM, Los Angeles, CaL
student missionary, and William mints were served from the Karen Boyd, a member of the scholarship granted
on her
9000 For a personal reply enclose stamped. addressed
C. Benton of Nashville, Tenn., beautifully appointed dining Murray State art faculty and who musical ability. Last year
she
room table centered with a recently completed a similar
envelope.
will speakers.
decorated unberella placed over course in the Calvert City area. was also featured as a soloist in
band's
the
concert
tour,
and
at
The Creative Arts Department a large baby doll.
Enrollment forms may be the halftime of the Kentucky.
Hate to write letters' Send Si to Abby, Box MTH, Loa
of the Murray Woman's Club will
obtained at the first meeting of Florida football games.
Angeles, Cal. IOW. for Abby's booklet, "Hew Ss Write Lit.meet at the club house at *30
ters for All Occasions."
nose present or sending gifts the class, to be held in the Art
During her freshman an
a.m. with Mesdames Don Hunter, were Mesdames Fones, Rudy Education Laboratory on the sophomore years, Carole has
Garbage? Ugh!
Jack Beale Kennedy, and Forrest Lovett, Lubie Parrish, Don second floor of the Fine Arts been soloist at concerts
1)iminishing Dollar
in
Priddy as hostesses.
Unpleasant as it is. g- r•
Paschall. Rob MCallon, Elvin Building, starting at 7 p.m. Daytona and for the University of
A man with three dependents
Registration
is
95 per person.
Crouse. Edward Willie, J. 6.
Florida student body, playing the bage is something ev y
who earned $5,000 in 1939 had
Tuesday, April 2'7
Burkeen, Charles Coleman,
marimba and xylophone.
$4.941 left after taxes. But tofamily must cope with-so
The Bessie Tucker Circle of the Richard Armstrong,
The class is one of a continuing
Miss Reaves serves as chaplain why talk about it-unless
day to net an equal amount of
Teddy
WSCS of the First United Beane, Lonnie Furr,
education
spending money, a man with
program of her sorority, Sigma Kappa
James adult
your family is among the
Methodist Church will have a Miller, James Harrison,
thre e dependents must earn
Alvin designed to increase cultural Last year she was president of fortunate ones whose
Silver tea at the home of Mrs E Urerty, the honoree, and
114.282. Taxes take $2.063 and
the enrichment through the visual her pledge class of thirty-two homes arc equipped with
3. Haverstock, 1109 West Gate stess.
inflation takes $7,258.
3rts in West Kentucky and will be pledges. She is a graduate
electric food waste disposof
St ten a.m.
the 5th such course taught in the Seabreeze Senior High School ers. Then, you can talk
about garbage as a thing of
The next board meeting will be Murray area in the past two Daytona Beach, Fla.,
where she the past!
held at the home of Mrs. James years.
Young brides have an 'averwon many honors.
Omicron Alpha chapter of Tau Miller
age of 3.8 nightgowns' and
on Tuesday, May 18, at one Previously, three courses in
A young sister, Jan, in the fifth
Phi Lambda sorority will meet at p.m
WITH THIS sturdy applisleeping shifts in their trousceramics and one in painting and grade at Daytona Beach, :ip- ance under the sink, food
he home of Mrs. Jane Alley, 1207
seau, Bride's magazine research
drawing have been offered. The peared on two television showb
waste,
peelings
rinds
and
'Doran Road, at seven p m
in
shows.
class is open to anyone 18 years April at Daytona Beach
scraped into the
playing can -be
* *
.sirlk opening, where they .
ar older, and there are no the marimba. Her other
sister, are reduced to a pulp.-`
Short nightgown() are by far
ducational requirements for Jennifer, is now attending
The Kirksey School PTA will
the most popular type of sleepkin- mixed with water and
rolLment, Miss Eagle said.
-fleet at the school at 7.30 p m.
dergarten. She has two brothers, flushed away. Each year
wear with young brides - preAdditional
details may be John, age sixteen. and Morris, rfearly 1.5
/nth Mrs. John A Jones as Albert Dunn of Pompano
ferred by a more than two to
new famtoed by contacting the Art age eighteen
ilies acquire electric food
ipeaker. Eighth grade parents Beach, Fbi., Mr. and Mrs. John
one ration tner other types of
rtment at the university.
waste disposers.
orith last child graduating from Padgett of Frankfort, and Mrs.
sleepwear.
Kirksey will be honored Sixth Mildred Browning and children
Mrs. Reaves and the children
grade mothers will be hostesses. of Frankfort spent the past few
reside at 1145 Bel Air Drive
days visiting with Mrs. Gement'
Daytona Beach, Fla The went
Lawrence of Hardin.
to FlOrida about four years ago
The Quota Club will meet at the
due to the hetlth of their children
Capt. and Mrs. Charles A
Southside Restaurant at 12 noon
1205 Chestnut Street
' McLane of 1637 Birch Street, Fort who suffered respiratory and 1
allergy illnesses. The children
Van Albert Staley, attorney at Dix, New Jersey, are the parents
have been helped by the cliniatiMrs. Helen Hodges will review law from Washington, I) ('. was a of a baby girl, Rebecca Ann. and Mrs Heaves said they
had all
the book. "The Tall Woman", at visitor in the office of the Ledger weighing eight pounds six oun- be well this past year
Mr
Public
ces,
born
Times
&
Calloway
on
on
Wednesday. He was
Saturday, April 17 Reaves, a local business
2:30 p m at the
man,
Mrs Mildred Orr Herning of
eclurg on his genealogical
Librars:. The author. Wilma
visits his family as often as his
tory while visiting his mother Hazel is the paternal grandkeman Stokelj. %ill be present
till 6:00 p.m.
business interest will allow him
mother.
for the review and to autograph at Benton
to do so

Mrs. Glen Gibbs
Honored At Stork
Shower On Tuesday

Miss Carole Reaves, ;-cormer Murrayan,
Featured In Concert Tour In Florida

Neaving, Textile
)esign Course To
3e Offered Here

TBIRTHS4'

SCOTT DRUG

WILL BE OPEN EVERY SUNDAY
for yourlDrug, Prescription
and Sundry Needs
Open 1,2:00 a.m.

COFFEE CUP CHATTER
UNIVERSITY OF KENTUCKY
XfUNTY EXTENSION AGENTS
OR HOME ECONOMICS
Pants are still a very important
'eshton story. There are so
versatile that pants are practically a must for every woman.
To achieve a super look in pants,
remember that the best looking
pants are those that fit well.
Those that fit too snugly bind and
Baggy
emphasize bulges.
'pants and those too large ad
unwanted bulk.
-Dean Roger, Courthouse
Mayfield, Ky. 42066 247-2334.

possession offer a substitute. 4
Respect his right to property.
Don't ask a child to share his
things when there is too much
danger they might be broken or
lost. 5. Be fair when you settle an
agreement. Don't always take
the guest' child's side merely
because he is company. Don't
always give way to the smallest
in the group. Don't defend a girl
against a boy. 6. Remember that
learning to know and like other
children comes before and is
more important than learning to
share. 7. Some children are
ready to share earlier than
others. Try not to compare with
others. - Sue Heltsley, Bardwell,
Ky. 42033 Phone: 628-5447

One of the booming arts toda
Don't overlook some of the
is sewing. Techonology has mad advantages of using instant
available a wide variety o nonfat dry milk. It prevents
miracles fibers, fabrics, invisible waste, requires small storage
thread, hidden zippers, an space, is high in protein and low
sewing machines that all by se in fat, and needs no refrigeration
by themselves. Learning to se in dry form: -Patricia Curt.
no longer the. tedious, baste- singer, Benton, Ky. 42025 Phone.
and-rip, time consuming chore i 527-6601
once was. More young girls are
making their own clothes today Sales are held for many
than ever before. Nearly one reasons - to make room for new
million girls from 9 to 19
goods, to sell surplus or shop
working on 4-H Clothing worn goods, to get you into the
projects, reports the National 4-H store, and to introduce new
Service Committee. They decide products.
what to make, get pointers fro
The best sales are held by
their volunteer clothing projec established stores. They want to
leaders, salesclerk, Extensio keep your good will.
Service personnel, and sewin
Seasonal sales- they usually
xilletins.-Catherine C. Thomp- mime at the end of the season.
son, Hickman, Ky 42050 236-2351 Sometimes they come just
before
the new season's stock arrives.
Excellent
bargains
are
SHARING All children are frequently offered on
appliances,
naturally selfish and must learn furniture, furs, lines,
rugs and
how to share. The ability to share household accessories.
Examwith others is a complicated ple:
April, after Easterprocess that takes- time t Clothing; July,
spring and.
achieve. Some suggestions f summer clothing. --Barletta
helping him learn to share are:
Wrather, Murray, Ky. 42071
Let the child own something. Phone: 753-1452.
This need not be something ex
pensive. 2. Let the child be the
one to decide whether he will give
There are some 100,000 to 200,
his toy to his brother or sister or
playmate. 3_ When a quarrel 000 drug addicts in New York
begins over the use of a City.

New Shipment of Furniture
In Time for Spring!
Pecan, white French maple and walnut bedrooms, 2 pc.
livingroom suites in all styles, nylon and vinyl materials,
love seat and sofa bed couches, swivel rocker and recliners,
colors and materials to choose from Trundle and bunk beds,
G. E. vacuum with attachments only $39.95.
Sand 7 pc. dinettes,chrome, bronze wrought iron also solid
maple diningroom suits, hutch and buffet also corner
cabinets.
5 piece patio furniture, white wrought
iron, glass top
round table and chairs, chase lounges and rockers. 9x12 oval
braided rugs, indoor and outdoor carpeting, cushion vinyl,
54" wall board, rubber hall runner and rug border.

CARRAWAY FURNITURE
•
and APPLIANCE
105 N 3rd St

Murray

753-1502
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Served Each Sunday
11:30 a.m. to 1:30 p.m.
$2.50 Including Drink, Dessert & Tax

PRICE FOR CHILDREN
Please the entire family...Bring them to the
restaurant where dining is a pleasure Excellent
food, fine service, homey atmosphere' Make it a
12

Sunday habit

1200 Sport

DA
pivou(

•lal 7534986 far Reservations for Your!
Bridge Club, Parties, Banquets, etc.
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WASHINGTON
(U P I):
Women can now be both
mothers and soldiers, the
Army has decided. But it
won't be easy.
In a three-page directive
Issued earlier this month,
the Army said members of
the Women's Army Corps
(SVACS1 who become pregnant, parents of children
under 18 by adoption or
marriage, or who suffer
miscarriages, must ask permission of the Army adjutant general if they wish to
remain on active duty.
War 11,
Since • World
the
WACS
when
were
formed, all these conditions
were grounds for automatic
discharge.
With each request, mothers or pregnant women also
must submit 'a statement
to affirm that the child will
. performnot hinder the
I Li
ance of duty and that continuation on active duty
P.! will not result in negligence of the child."
A recommendation from
the commanding officer,
di medical history and a request for leave of absence
covering the pregnancy and
post natal period also are
required.
In addition, enlisted women must submit a statement
of "the circumstances involved" plus recommendations from their supervisors and records of the'
conduct and 'efficiency rat
togs.
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"GOODWILL WORKER OF THE YEAR"—Using hooks that serve as his hands, Robert D. Beb Lee, 34, named "Goodwin Worker of the Year" for 1971, feeds Ids 8his
month-old daughter Shannon in Washington'. Injured in 1967. Lee can button
at
shirt:and pick up a cup of coffee with his new "hands." He is director of sales
Goodwill Industries in San Antonio, Tex..
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But Army is paying
for mess hall service g

WASHINGTON
(U P I):
The Army, which has started to abolish KP duty for
its men, is now paying
their wives to scrub the
pots and mop the mess hall
floors at bases in the United States.
Army officials want to
do the same thing in Europe, where there is a
shortage of local help available to work in military
kitchens. A special request
for authority to do this was
submitted to the Civil Service Commission ((SC) late
last month.
Ending the old tradition
of kitchen police duty for
lower ranking enlisted men
is part ca the Army's effort
to make itself more attractive to volunteers..

April 20, 1971 was a memorable
day for Calloway. Somehow I
kept thinking of olden days when
a fire was threatening to destroy
the town and safety depended on
a bucket brigade getting water
poured on by hand in time.
Thanks to the hands who wrote
letters, who used their influenc•
and who voted, no the load option
ourt order forbidding a campLaw was defeated, If by' a
ENCAMPING OUT TONIGHT—Defying a Sup,cm
ed
dissappointing margin.
out on the Capitol Mall in Washing('?male 900 totetting Vietnam battle-dress
Now, no one can blame those
veterans, some wearing ribbons and medals, some with empty sleeves or empty
trouser leas, try to get some sleep in their bedrolls.
who find Murray a "square"
town with no diversions for
ad- to clear out the briars and
leaving and returning to greener missed some inspiring
PEP PROMOTOES FIGHTS
dresses, then and later, when honeysuckle.
pastures.
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out New England.
at Flint Baptist Church one 11';28, "The Master is come and Floy McClure's big garage is
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evening.
calleth for Thee", stressing the empty after Dewey Todd Is Foreman against Gregerio PerA revival was in progress with fact that there are many fields leaving after working there about
alts, George Chuvalo against
laymen as speakers. Our county where we could serve and then he 2 years.
Jimmy Ellis and Ernie Terrell
school superintendent, Bill raised the question:: "How are
against Luis Pires.
Miller, and son had 'spoken you serving" I felt very useless.
previously ,and Judging from We attended the household sale
CLINGING TO LIFE
their singing,ability, we know we of the late Lee and Iva Crass at
OAKLAND, Calif. (UPI)
Murray last week.
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,PAT HAS A YEN TO VISIT RED CHINA—Mrs. Pat Nixon, escorting a group of wont- .
en on a tour of the White House gardens, said she would like to visit Red China.
The ladies are "American Women for International Understanding" members.

Free
Insured
Storage

Drycleaz suing

KP DOES NOT deserve
its widely-held image as a
form of punishment, Army
officers say. And the stereotype of the man peeling
potatoes long ago went out
of date with the introduction of automatic peeling
machines.
But KP still earned a
bad
deserved
reputation
because of its hours--typically from 4 a.m. until after dinner. Now, with civilians on the job, those hours
have been split into two
shifts
A spokesman said the
conversion to hired civilian
KPs was planned to start
July 1. The 'timetable was
advanced, however, at four
bases where volunteer
Army concepts are being
tried out.

SPECIALS!

onday. Tuesday, Wednesday, April 26, April 21, April 28

Thats Our
Bag
Not Our Box

SLACKS
TROUSERS
SWEATERS
PLAIN SKIRTS
Any 2 For

FORT BENN1NG, GA.,
was the first. Civilians began handling KP duties
there in January under a
contract with a firm called
Dynamics International, an
Army spokesman said, and
Benrung is now the only.
base where the mess halls
are 100 per cent civilian
manned.
They do have military
wives working there," one
spokesman said. But he
said it was impossible to
determine how many there
were either at Benning or
at the other three bases—
Fort Bragg, N.C., Fort Carson, Colo., and Fort Ord,
Cal.—where civilian hiring
started only a couple of
months ago.

week

long

Shirt
Special

Beautifully
cleaned and
pressed.

Laundered to Perfection

Zip Lining, Slack Suits, Suede and Fur Trim, Formal,
Maid and Pleated Garments Extra.

Niany Causes
, Researchers have identified
o's•er flOO unicer-causing subtit artirvti, and thew may he nunnelvcr... Spur (anver
research by giving t.) the Americaii (:ancor Society.
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_.,t5FOR$10 ,
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CENTRAL SHOPPING CENTER

DRIVE-UP
WINDOW
Open Daily from 7 a.m.-6 p.m.
Owned And Operated By Begley Drug Co.

"Where You Save Does Make A
Difference"
We Now Pay an Extra Quarter!
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You couldn't
askfor more!
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LassiterMcKinney
Datsun
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1 4% INSURED TOO!
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MAN & WIFE MAY
HAVE S100.000
INSURED

sr
Advisory Board:

Dr. Ralph H. Woods
Mr. W. R. "Bob" Perry

INSURED
- 1117
1.111
II20,000

Officials:
Bruce Thomas, Mgr.
Bobby Grogan
Helen Foley

urray Branch

-•
Hopkinsville Federal Savings & Loon Association

304 E. Main - Murray

Phone 753-101
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Feltner, Urges Approval
Burley Price Support

BIRD WASHERS—Raising money for their. school recreation fund, 7th and 8th graders of St. Peters School in
the Dorchester section of Boston offered to washdown a
British Overseas Airways Corp. 707 jetliner at Logan
International Airport. BOAC agreed, and paid $1 50
asamismisawiatesimmalamr

Nixon, Agnew agree
White House says there
is no rift on China policy
WASHINGTON (UPI1: The White House says
"there is absolutely no disagreement" between President Nixon a,nd Vice President Agnew coer the
slight thaw in U. S. relations with mainland China.
Press Secretary Ronald Ziegler, saying Agnew had
authorized Ziegler to speak for him. made the
statement after several news stories that Agnew had
criticized the recent visit to China by U. S. PingPong players.
The stories emanated from the Republican Governors Conference at Williamsburg. Va., where Agnew
talked to a closed session of the governors.
"There is no difference between the Vice President and the President relating to mainland China
and the moves toward improving relations which
have been taken in recent weeks," Ziegler told
, •
reporters here.
House GOP kader Gerald Ford also told reporters
he was at the private luncheon session with the
governors in Williamsburg and "there was not one
iota that indicated. he objected" to moves taken by
the U. S. to improve relations with Peking.

Red Carpet
Cleaning
Maintenance Co.
We Specialize In Your Needs

IS MORE THAN
JUST A WORD
WITH US

COMPLETE
JANITORIAL SERVICE
Phone 753-9999

(After 5:00, 753-9161)

County
Farm
Bureau supports or control of burley
President Graham Feltner production in 1971.
predicted this week that approval President Fetlner said "Yes"
of the burley tobacco price vote in the referendum not only
support-production control will continue price supports, but
program in the referendum May will bring about several changes
4 will signal a bright future for in the burley program which are
the program and for burley desirable and necessary.
He said approval of the
farmers.
"This program has many program will mean production
advantages for all growers of control will be based on poundage
burley tobacco,"'° President quotas rather than on at;reage
Feltner said, "and in addition it allotments for the neat three
will put the production of burley years. "Poundage control," he
on a sound basis so that price added, "will correct the present
supports can be secure for the oversupply problem and will help
assure taxpayer support of the
future."
The question to be decided in price support system in future
the grower referendum is years.
whether (a ) to approve con- "In addition," he went on, "the
tinuation of price supports and new program will contain the
production control for burlet, or following features of benefit to
(b) to abolish the price support- growers:
production control program for An 'insurance' provision which
allows a grower to carry over to
burley.
If two-thirds of the voting the next marketing year any part
growers vote "Yes" for price of his quota, up to 100 percent,
supports and .production control, which he does not market for the
the burley program will continue. current year. In other words, if a
If a two-thirds "Yes" vote is not grower loses his crop to a hail
obtained, there will be no price storsii or fire, or if he simply
doesn't wish to grow it, he will not
lose it but instead will be able to
grow and market it the next year.
BREWERS GET BRIGGS
MILWAUKEE (UPI) — The Up to 15,000 pounds can be
Milwaukee Brewers acquired leased by growers within county
outfielder Johnny Briggs from lines. If a small grower wants to
the Philadelphia Phillies Thurs- expand his production, he can do
day in exchange for rookie Pete so up to the limit of 15,000 pounds.
minor league If an elderly person or someone
Koegel and
else doesn't want to raise his
pitcher Ray Peters.
he can lease it to other
quota,
nine
Briggs batted .270 with
homers and 47 runs batted in growers. The quotas can be
last season, but was hitting .182 transferred from farm to farm,
this season. He has a .252 meaning they won't have to be
raised on the farm to which they
lifetime average.
are assigned, thus making it
easier to raise leased quotas.
Special consideration is given
in 1972 and 1973 to growers who
had allotments of one-half acre or
less under the acreage system. In
those years, the minimum
acreage growers will take
reductions—if reductions are
necessary—of only one-half what
larger growers take. In no case
will the minimum acreage
growere' have their quotas
reduced by more than 21.st percent
in 1572 and 1973, and the
maximum cut any grower will
take in any year is 5 per cent.
."The future of our leading cash
crop hangs in the balance,"
President Feltner concluded,
"and it's up to the growers
whether we continue price
stability and an orderly market
or whether we throw away a
program which has meant so
much to agriculture and the total
economy."

NOTICE
CLOSED ON
SATURDAY AFTERNOONS
during the months af
May, June, July and August

POOL OFFICE EQUIPMENT
and SUPPLIES
115 S. 4th St..

Murray, Ky.

WHALES ARE OUT — Annette Eckis says she is giving up whale riding in San
Diego, after her harrowing
. experience with Sea
World's Shamu. a young
killer whale that grabbed
her leg in its mouth and
wouldn't let go during a
picture-taking session.

THE

BIG DIESEL
Tougm wza

FREE
STERE©
Complete with two
speakers and complimentary
110-minute tape 'suitable tor
mstaitation in truck, car or boat
Free with the purchase of any new
internationsi Diesel Truck Otter end&
August 31, 1971.

MEI

ow-1

C-0 4070A
Transtar
Truck
Premium p Owl!
tr
730 to 335
NP
to hen
Ste up to 19000
COS at sus—
tained turnpike
with
speePs
sat [(morsels
ins engine life

INTERNATIONAL

TR A NSTAR DIESEL
41 is on fast roads ... with long-life Diesel power
The big truck for t,
'to pull 40 and 45 foot singles or-'40-foot doubles at money-making
mires-per-hour — without paying for it in mans later Reserve- power

gets the boys home on tinA 2-- and less tired— thanks tt5 'shock absorbing cab, mounts and super-in'sulation for interior quiet Here's
truck value in stereo' Car we talk triages')

TAYLOR MOTORS, Inc.
Murray Ky.

•

Phone 753-1312

NEW YORK (UPI1—The Dow
Jones industrial average may
well turn reactionary for a
while, possibly in response to
the forthcoming government
bond offer, Hoppin, Watson &
Co. says. Whether speculative
issues would also weakin in

By LEW SCARE
Copley News Service
If Archie V. Connett understands that you may want
run for a friend, he will ten you
his story. He figures that when
you find out some things about
what he was and what he has
done, you may not want to be
his friend. Fre leaves the choice
with you.
This is Archie Connett's
story:
Archie was a pole vaulter and
a football player and a gymnast
in high school. When he went to
the University of Colorado, he
thought he would major in
physical education. Then he
found out he had to have a more
academic major to be eligible
for Phi Beta Kappa, which he
wanted badly,so he switched to
sociology.
He was graduated in 1941,
fifth in his class and a Phi Beta
Kappa member. He joined the
Navy under the Gene Tunney
physical fitness program and
later set up a P.E. program for
the Naval Reserve Officers' Eraining Corps at the
University of Texas.
After World War II he taught
sociology at Texas a. semester
before he got the urge to write
fiction. A winter of writing in
the Colorado mountains almost
killed the urge, but not quite.
He took his young wife to
Rolling Hills, Calif., where he
accepted a job as coach and
athletic director at the
niadwick School.
A year later he resigned to
study creative writing at
Stanford. But now he had two
children and he needed a
steady job. He got a master's
degree in education and then a
job teaching English and social
studies at the James Lick High
School in San Jose, Calif.
''One night I came home," he
said, "and my wife told me she
wanted a divorce. She wanted
to marry a young professor I
had brought home a few
times."
Archie didn't want a divorce
and his attorney advised him to
go to Mexico to avoid being
served.
"But I could only stay away a
couple of months," he said. "1
missed my wife and my
children ( now three of them,
ages 4 and 2 years and 3
months ) so I came home and,
of course, I was served divorce
papers right away.
-I got a job in another school
and I worked in a cannery. I

I HAVE 10 DO
A PAPER FO
Ci43OLONKE
N
AND ABEL

was working about 12 hours a
day. I couldn't seem to relax or
settle down. I couldn't sleep.
"My wife had been in San
Francisco for four days and I
was in a heavy depression. She
came back on the day I was
going to do some Christmas
shopping.
"I was feeding the children
when she walked in and the
little girl fell off her chair. I
began stroking and consoling
her. My wife tried to take her
'but I wouldn't give her up. Then
my wife struck me in the face.
Not a slap. She hit me with her
fist.
"I felt strange. I just kind of
patted the baby for a little
while, then, all of a sudden, I
went berserk. Something
snapped, I guess.
"I attacked my wife and
almost killed her. I thought she
was dead. Then I turned on My
children and killed them. All
three of them.
•'Then I tried to kill myself. I
cut both wrists to the bone with
a razor blade and then severed
my esophagus completely."
Archie said he surely would
have died had there not been a
surgeon-missionary at Santa
Clara County Hospital who was
used to treating highly
traumatic wounds.
After a month-long trial in
San Jose he was found guilty of
three counts of second-degree
murder. He was sentenced to
10-years-to-life and released 15
years and five prisons later.
"My whole life, I feel, has
been an apprenticeship, a
unique preparation for a life
task that began on July 1,
1968'.
That was the date Archie
Connett was released from
prison. He went immediately to
a job with Western Behavioral
Sciences Institute at La Jolla.
Calif., where three months
later he was made a staff
member and funded to work on
the Study of the Offender.
He has a second job as a
correctional counselor at
Superintendent Lee Bennett's
Work Furlough Center, County
Department of Honor Camps.
And he has had a third job for
two years teaching ,'"rhe
Prison Community" at San
Diego State College.
In October he will publish
with Norman Carlson, director
of the Federal Bureau of
Prisons, Dr. Karl Menninger
and three others, a symposium
on "The Purposes of Correc-

Uons" tor the University of San
Francisco Law Review.

Last April he was married.
And that is Archie Connett's
story. Archie Connett, by the
way, is his real name. It was
suggested that perhaps we use
a fictitious name.
"No," he said. "I decided
long ago to be out-front with
people. The best way is to run
naked down the street and let
people make of it what they THE LOST HALL
will."
CROYDON, England (UPI)—
A catering manager spent
'2,400 on his daughter's wedWORRIED JUDGE
ding but then could not
remember the location of the
SHAKER HEIGHTS, Ohio hall he hired, a bankruptcy
(UPI1—Judge Manuel Rocker, court was told Thursday. The
who sentenced a 19-year-old boy official receiver suggested Titus
te three hours in a pig sty for Czaplinski take a stroll and see
calling a policeman a "pig," if he could find the hall and
was pleased Thursday when the perhaps recover his money.
youth announced he had learned
a lesson.
ageYoofun
4g6izaaitt
brides have
thcir,
an aver
4• 1
"However," the judge said
seau, nearly twice as many br"I hope none of these kids ca
as the average woman buys in
a policeman a crocodile."
year.

Crossword Puzzle
6 Table
condiment
7 Exist
Trim
4 Alms box
8 Essence
9 Tangled mass
8 Snakes
10 Bucket
12 Native metal
11 Mathematical
13 Falsifier
ratio
14 Siamese
17 Cause
native
19 Mental image
15 Sailor
(colloid.)
21 Three banded
armadillo
16 Amuse
22 Wan
18 Locates
24 School of
20 King of birds
whales
21 Imitated
26 Arranges In
23 Sweetening
substance
folds
25-gAoyed with
28 Devoted
measured steps
adherents
27 Dance step
29 Metal
28 Contend
30 Stave
31 Places for
12 Sainte
worship
(abb.)
33 Engines
35 Things,
34 Measure
in taw
duretesn of
36 Devoured
38 Radon
39 Squander
41 Horse's neck
hair
42 Girl's name
45 Candle
47 Become known
19 Man's name
52 Makes into
leather
53 City in
Russia
54 Vast age
55 Dirk
56 Nuisance
57 Place
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The market is discounting the
future and "telling us that
improvement is coming right
around the corner," according
to Fraser's. Contrary Investor.
The "name of the game" is
earnings, with the rewards
going to those who "dig deep
and work out currently unre
cognized factors that,, are likely
to help future earnings." If
adds
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The market's recent weakness surprised virtually no one,
being overdue on a timing basis
and presaged by a gradual
weakening in th market's
technical structure, E. F
Hutton & Co. says. Even though
glamor issues acted poorly
during the recent market
advance, they probably wilt
"provide the first clue" to an
upturn, it adds.
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Ask at
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I'VE BEEN LOOKING ALL
THROUGH NE OLD'TESTAAAENT,
AND I'VE FOUND ABEL, BuT
I CAN'T FIND KEN

such a situation or whether
they would resume the strong
uptrends they were enjoying
prior to the Dow's recent
strength is hard to determine,
but the firm thinks the latter
most likely.
Look for a temporary market
setback in May and June, since
"april's stock market sunshine
often brings May showers of
selling," Indicator Digest says.
Ever since the great bull
market of 1962, the May-June
period has been a time of
correction in every bull year
and it could prove to be a time
of temporary weakness this
year, the investment advisor
notes.

PANTS-POCKET BONANZA
KETTERING, England (UPI)
—Police may steal a trick from
Cinderella and try a pair of
trousers on nine persons who
claim they own a pair of pants
and the $888 found in a pocket.
The pants were found on a.,
junk heap by a junk dealer who.
turned them in to police. Att
first hundreds claimed the
money was theirs. Police
narrowed the list to nine.
Asked what will happen to
the men who don't fit the
trousers, a police spokesman
Id: "It's unlikely we shall
take action against people
whose claims fall down."

Ex-convict beginning
life task after 15 years

Wall Street
Chatter

WE WILL BE
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NOTICE

FOR SALE

FOR SALE

TWO USED G.E. upright SOFA, ROLL-A-WAY bed, desk
freezers. Bilbrey's Car & Home and many other interesting
A24C items. Leaving city. Phone 753Supply, 753-5617.
TFC
9401.
16 FT. BOAT, motor, trailer, trihull, walk thru windshield. Phone 15,42 FT. MAHOGANY run-about,
A27C bottom unit to Evinrude motor.
753-2340 after 4)00 p.m.
Can be seen at 916 North 18th
A26C
Siamese
Street.
male
OLD
ist YEAR
cat. Friendly disposition. Owner
found allergic to cats. Phone 753BANJO'S PIANO'S, &
A24P
3336 after 5:00 p.m.
GUITAR'S on Sale
LEACH'S MUSIC & TV
TWO ROW tobacco setter. Like
Dixieland Shopping
A24P
new.Phone 4354970.
Center
SEVEN WEANING Pigs. Phone
A24C
492-8506 after 6:00 p.m.
BEGINNERS GUITAR,like new.
Boy's Schwinn bicycle, 20 inch
• style. Good set of golf
spider
E
PRICE MOBIL
clubs with cart and bag. Phone
R
HOME CENTE
A24C
753-3672.

Homes from s2,995°
Low as '195° Dowo
Hwy. 641 S. Phone 753-3640
Murray, Ky. Next to
Holiday Inn

11$1101

1970 FRANKLIN Travel Trailer,
19 ft. Self contained; sleeps 6.
Dual 35 lb. gas bottles with
automatic control converter,
battery pack and compressor
spare tire and carrier. Dealers
list, $4,050.00. Due to health, will
sell for $2,750.00. Phone 753A26C
9781.

SOYBEAN
WERS n
GRO
See us for your Soybea
Seed, Inoculation and
Moly Mix and Solo for
control of weeds. We
have Certified Hood and
Dare, also Non-Certified
Hood and Dare.
We Pay Highest Cash
Prices for Wheat, Corn
and Soybean.
CALL US FOR DAILY
QUOTATIONS'
PHONE 753-8220

HELP WANTED

SALle
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE REAL ESTATE PM

FOR RENT

SHING.
GRADUATES; TWO BEDROOM mobile home. FURNITURE REFINI
COLLEGE
Free
eed.
guarant
work
All
washer
with
an
tioned
has
tion
Air-condi
organiza
Nationwide
Free
.
delivery
and
with
pickup
Fox
in
d.
Located
furnishe
outstanding opportunity
Antique or natural
unlimited potential. Starting Meadows, South 16th Street. estimate.
McCoy,753income $600.00-$1,000.00 per $85.00 per month includes most finish Jerry
May 5C
upon utilities. Families only. Phone :1045.
depending
month,
A24C
qualifications. Send resume to 753-3254
stiOR ALL your home alteratio
P.O. Box 981, Carbondale, Ill
repairs, remodeling, etc. new or
62901. Equal Opportunity Ens- TWO
BEDROOM apartment. old. Free estimates. Call 753M1C
ployer.
Central heat and air, carpet, E123.
May 6C
ceramic tile bath and shower,
IENCED
_EXPER
Stove and refrigerator furnished.
WANTED:
FULCHER'S TERMITE Control.
body man;KM time. Murray AutO Phone 753-7850.
A24C
Free inspection. Call collect
AC
Salvage.Phone 753-1596.
Mayfield, Robert Fulcher, 247ONE BEDROOM furnished 6270 or Elbert Fulcher 247WANTED: EXPERIENCED apartment, jiiSt remodeled. 4703.
MliC
4
mechanic. Apply in person to $70.00 per month.-Couele or girls.
Sanders Purdom Motor Sabi, Phone 753-8611 days or 753-9537 FOR ALL your sewing needs, by
At&
1406 West Main.
A24C an experienced seamstress,
evenings.
including formals, wedding
WANTED PERSON for regular TWO BEDROOM duplex with dresses, casual wear, etc., call
A24N
air- Mrs. Close at 753-1314.
service station work, must be stove,
refrigerator,
handy with tools, experienced conditioner, washer, dryer.
with mechanics. Apply in person, $115.00 per month, $50.00 deposit. WANTED: LAWNS to mow, any
Johnson's Arco, 607 North 16th 1714 Wells Ext. Couple preferred, vicinity of Murray. Phone 7
TFC
Street.
no pets Phone 313-842-2162. A3OP 2707.

Fair and Efficient
Service To All

MEN OR WOMEN full time or FIVE ROOM house, two MOBILE HOME Transporters.
part time. Do you need money? bedrooms, large living room, Local and Nationwide. Insured,
Don't borrow it. Write the kitchen, 2nd house on corner of bonded, safe, reliable. Transit
Homes. New Concord. Phone 4
Nutrilite Agency. Let me tell you Broad and Vine. Phone 753/VAC
Davis,
E.
2197 or 436-5515.
Vernon
it.
A26C
earn
to
how
4304.
P.O. Box 87, Paris, Tenn. 38242.
M2OP
WILL BABY& in your home
Give phone number.
1970 MODEL FRIGIDAIRE 20 ft. B ELLIS C'halmer tractor with
TWO BEDROOM modern house.
through the summer months.
'side by side refrigerator and equipment. Phone 753-5216. A24P
Air-conditioned, available May
A29C
A26C Phone 753-2580.
LADIES, THREE openings, full 1st. Phone 436-2266.
freezer with ice maker, harvest
earning
t
Excellen
time.
or part
gold color. Phone 753-5013. A24C
AUTOMOTIVE air-conditioning
Old Concord Rd
opportunities. For appointment
UNFURNISHED THREE room compressors. Rebuilt, $40 each.
A30C
753-1711.
call
priced
S,
E
KITTEN
SIAMES
Seed Corn
duplex apartment. Mature lady GM.Ford, Chrysler, R. C. Evans,
right, house broken. Phone 753APPLICATIONS NOW being
Lorox
•
preferred, no children. One block Route 3, Murray.
Atrizen
•
May IP
n
watchma
A24C
1348.
taken for Country Estate for WANTED-NIGHT
court house, church,
from
• Law
753at
Paschall
Mr.
Phone
le
reasonab
ry,
aged, ambulato
now. Phone
• Hood Soybeans
A27C grocery. Available
1717.
AQUARIUM, COMPLETE with
A26C
rates. Phone 753-4328 or 43E753-1299.
•
ns
Dare
Soybea
A26NC
fish. Phone 753-8267. after 4:00
2173.
•
Wayne Soybeans
A24C
p.m.
time to
THREE BEDROOM house in
Farmers Grain & ELECTROLUX SALES & SerWANTED
Carpeted
ion.
Subdivis
d
M.
Kingswoo
C.
Ky.,
Seed Co.
vice, Box 213, Murray,
Toy
Intelligent man who can
ARC- REGISTERED
Living room, den,
Quality Field Seed & Sanders, phone 382-2468, Far- handle several duties at throughout.kitchen,
Pekingese and Poodle puppies, 8
central heat,
M17C
baths
two
.
Kentucky
tractor firm.
Service R ilroa Ave. mington,
to 10 weeks old. All have been
and air, dishwasher. Phone 753as
act
can
who
sma
a
man
Need
wormed and healthy. Very
NEW MOLDs tor precasting
7337 days or 489-2455 after 5:11
, parts man and who
and pretty. Phone 753-4469 after
A26C
concrete steps. Fibreform salesman
MONZA, Company, Grand Rivers, Ky.- can do delivery also
CORVAIR
1969
7- 00p.m.
Apply in person to
401 Maple Si. 753-3642
automatic, heater, radio, $4.15.00. 42045,or call 362-8517.
A24P
TWO BEDROOM furnished
Also 1969 Honda C.B. 160, $325.00.
Also
&
tioned.
Tractor
air-condi
Stokes
t,
good
, apartmen
THE PLACE to buy those
Beth in excellent condition. WANTED; STUD service for
apartments for the summer
A30C female Dachshund. Phone 492Norge and Gibson appliances, no Phone 767-4427,
Co.
ent
Implem
BARBER
every
prices
Zimmerman Apartments, So
HORNBUCKLE'S
low
just
A24C
sale,
big
8508 after 6:00 p.m.
Shop,open 300 p.m.- 10:00 p.m.
l6th Street Phone 753-6609. A
Industrial Road
day. Rowland Refrigeration USED SOFA
and chair,
Friday.
through
Tuesday
Sales and Service, 110 South 12th Frigidaire refrigerator. Real SOMETHING DIFFERENT and
May6C
Closed
7:00.
8
11:00
,
made
Saturday
gift
zed
college
for
753Street.
personali
ROOM
Phone
unique-a
.
ISHED
good condition
N
ex
A24P Monday. Boy's haircut, 75c
ITC to order just for Mother fibril WANTED; PAINTER ForI
5356.
guls'Phme 7534371'
wotk.
Men's haircut, $1.00. HornJane's Ceramic Shop, 2 miles perienced, steady
A28C
SOUP'S ON,the rug that is, clean
interview call 753-5287.
buckle's Barber Shop, 213 Sprfice
753furnished
Phone
94.
M
Highway
BEDROO
on
2
TWO,
East
with Blue Lustre. Rent electric PRACTICALLY NEW Frigidaire
TENC
Phone 753-7742.
one
A26C
Street.
two,
and
nts
6533.
apartme
shampooer $1. Western Auto, refrigerator, apartment size
• WANTED; AGES 16-20, for snack bedroom furnished apartments
"Home of The Wishing
Three half beds Phone 753TERMITE bar and box office work. Apply in for summer and three for fall. 811
HUNTINGDON
A24C 2967.
A27C
ATTENTION HOME owners: Let
Well."
local person after 5:00 p.m. Murray North 16th Street. Phone 753our
Call
Control.
A2W
us completely cover your ho
A27C
representative. Day or night, for Drive In.
/5140.
with Reynolds weather tight
ONE 10 INCH Bench saw, one jig
Keys Keel,
24 INCH GIRL'S Bicycle. New saw, 40 inch lathe, one 6 inch free estimate Mrs
SALE.
m .siding. Also we d
aluminu
FOR
ESTATE
REAL
A27C
IF YOU need to rent a mobile
tires. Good condition. Phone 753- jointer planer, one drill press, all 753-4642.
'overhangs on brick
End
soffitt
A24C
home, see Brandon Dill at Dill's
4584.
with motors and Craftsman BOAT AND Mobile Home In- 214 ACRE LOT in Cypress Street Trailer Court after 4:00 p.m. or Storm windows & doors, shutter
A27C surance Low rates, broad Sub-division. Call or tee C. D.
and carports. Free estimates
brand. Phone 753-4997.
on weekends from now until June
479-2624
Phone
Ky.,
serFulton,
Call Garland's Aluminum SerJones
14
claim
Three
R.
excellent
.
coverage
3,000 FORD TRACTO
15th. We might have what you
A24C
489-2427 or
sale.
(
carpet
you.
479-2769
before
or
(day I
vice. Check with us
A27C vice, Route 1, Kirksey,
inch spring trip plows, and three CASH AND CARRY
need.
M14C
Sedalia 3284398.
12 inch spring trip plews. Phone Two truck loads distressed stock buy.
bedroom
wall,
THREE
to
wall
N
size,
&
ce
Real
MODER
Insuran
A24C
room
rolls,
y
full
Gallowa
7534469.
NOW for summer;
home on 20 acre farm in the RENTING
some jute back, some com- Estate Agency
furnished or tin
bedroom
family
two
Large
ty
mercial type, hi-density rubber Murray,Ky.Ph.753-5842 May3C Faxon communi
nt with wall to
tires,
apartme
axles,
d
and
furnishe
DUTY
Double
-HEAVY
4
room with fire-place.
back. Values to $6.95 square
air. Call
all
central
brakes
and
SALE
electric
carpet
FOR
wall
from
AUTOS
springs, bolts,
mile
$1.99
One
starts
garage.
price
our
yard,
A28C
blacktop. 753-4331 after 5:00 p.m.
heavy duty. $80.00 per axle or square yard and up to $3.95
1965 THUNDERBIRD Con- elementary school on
$150.00 per pair. Phone 753none higher. Pick vertible, all power and air. Phone 436-5434 after 4:00
A24C square yard,
A24P REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
9242.
p.m.
anything in house while it lasts. Cheap. Must sell. Phone 753• Septic Tank
Paschall Discount House, Hazel, 6564.
TFNC
TWO BEDROOM.. frame house
Installation & Repairs
1TP
with Aluminum siding, on one
1969 MOBILE HOME, 12x64. ky.492-9733.
GOING wwsr!
and
windows
price
1961 FORD Pick-up. Phone 492Storm
land.
of
so
acre
Good condition. Phone 489No time to haggle,
• Septic Tank
psi
A27C
A24C
8603.
2156.
doors, carpeted, located about "2
reduced for immediate sale_
PENTA TREATED lumber.
Pumping
with
mile from city limits on Lynn
Resistant to rot and termites. GET A SLICE of the good life. Beautiful brick home
Grove Highway. Phone 753-5973
Ideal for boat docks and any Slide into a Chevy. 1e71 Chevelle,- everything you want. 3
A26C • All Types Ditching
carafter 4:30p.m.
weather exposed uses. Murray 4 door, as low as $3305.00. Air, bedrooms, 2 baths,
air
and
heat
central
peting,
Maple
Co.,
Street,
Lumber
121,000 BTU
power steering and brakes.
SEVEN BEDROOM brick; three • Dozer Work
1TC Dwain Taylor Chevrolet, Inc., for pleasant living.
Murray, Ky.
AIR CONDITIONER
.
baths, living room, kitchen
TUCKER
DONALD R.
South 12th Street, across from
family room, recreation room,
753- 4342
R
REALTO
CALL 753-7850
20,000 BTU rricel cools up to 4 SIMMONS DOUBLE bed box Uncle Jeff's. Phone 753-2617.
fenced court yard. 3600 square
502 MAPLE STREET
rocims.+ Dual Stat turns unit springs and mattress and frame, Come by and see; J. H. Nix, EDNA STAKKS KNIGHT. feet. 500 feet from campus. Will
off when not needed to cut 2 living room chairs. Phone 753.:I Charles Jenkins or Mac Fitts.
ASSOCIATE
other property in trade
consider 0
A24C
A27C
A30C
electric bills. Super Exhaust 7532 after 5:00p.m.
Phone 753-6613
.
also works as automatic
•I
ble,
1965 MUSTANG converti
LOST & FOUND
LOVELY HOME on North 18th
WANTED TO BUY
exhaust fan for fresh air
automatic, 6 cylinder, $595.00.
veneer, three
Brick
Street.
without cooling. Reg. 334.37
A24C
Phone 436-5570.
for 18 H.P. Johnson
901 Story
bedrooms, two full baths, well LOST: HOOD
Now only . . . 304.30 + WANT TO BUY good used boy's
between Panorama
d,
outboar
dining
and
size
t,
living
A24C
placemen
large
Dependent on
1966 CORVEI'ih convernoie V8 lighted
bicycle.Phone 753-7271.
Murray, Ky.
con- Shores and Mayfield Phone 753of home, heat build-up in
automatic, power steering and area, patio and garage,
A26P
in
5:00p
after
7553
near
home.
brakes. Price $1650.00. Phone 753- venient kitchen. Located
WANT TO BIN 12 foot truck bed 7118 after 5:00p.m.
A24C University, quiet neighborhood.
NOTICE
NOTICE
A2AC
with cattle rack. Phone Porter
Phone 753-6527
SAVE $10 6,000 BTU model.
A24P
Custom
Shaw,753-6739.
1966 lovoiTIAC Tempest
Reg. 159.35 Now only. .
convertible, V8.Phone 753-5013 or
149.28 Transportation included
BEDROOM brick,
Rick Norsworthy, 221 South THREE
see
lot, central heat and air,
WANT TO BUY one aluminum
corner
A24C
15th Street.
MONTGOMERY WARD
- 2 baths, living room, family
1,,
Larson or Crestliner sixteen foot
510 Main
boat, regardless of condition. 1964 THUNDERBIRD. New tires, room,carpeted, built-in oven and
753-1906
Owen Fishing School, 306 Second Mag wheels, power and air. Like range, dishwasher, disposal,
noran Road at Holiday Drive
StreekFulton, Ky. Call collect at new inside and out,$725.00. See at Storm doors and window, paved
Nightly at 7 p m.
A24('
May 3rd through 9th
night 472-1867.
Clifford's Gulf,Five Points. A24C drive. Exceptionally clean,
available July 1. 1727 Keenland
1969 SUZUTU 500 motorcycle.
A304'
CHEVELLE, SS 396, 14,000 753-3735 after 4 p.m.
1969
and
5:00
logs
WANT TO BUY;
Phone 753-8263 after
4 speed. Factory
H.P.,
375
miles,
A24C
standing timber. Also have for warranty. $2,000.00. Phone 753p.m.
THREE BEDROOM nouse on
sale lumber and sawdust.
A29P South 6th Street. large living and
E936.
to
easy
so
Co.
new,
Lumber
and
like
Mill
Murray Saw
CLEAN rugs,
dining area with carpet and:,
TFC
do with Blue Lustre. Rent electric Phone 733-4147.
1961 MERCURY Comet. Price, drapes, 2 full baths;'s basement,
A24C
shampooer $1. Big K.
A26C den, five closets including linen
$150.00 Phone 753-5898.
TO BUY; two Derby
WANT
closet. Three air conditioneee,
amState
SOLID
R
FENDE
ITC 1968 LEMANS, power steering, garage, gas heat, shady
474-2293.
with
Phone
tickets.
Lansing
B.
J
plifier. three 10 inch
air-conditioned;,, automatic. garden plot in bark yard .1.iwn
speakers with control cabinet.
BUY: Tobloco sticks. $1,300.00. Phone 153-7940 after by appointment only Philt• 753$300.00. Phone 753-2863 after 5:00 WANT TO
TFC
A27(' 6:00 p.m.
\26C
435.4155
Phone
1389 or 753-3465.
MIC
p.m.

fl
UGIGIO
E3V1R
F3 OR
7.10111111
4
L7.1'21:10

Ask about or rental

plak * to 10 yr.
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MURRAY
AREHOUSING
CORP, Inc.

our De a

'S 14Ck
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pAr

UP
1 Hughes Paint
Store

i

BACK HOE
DOZER WORK

FRANCHISE

STORE
DAIRY QUEENky town.
Reasonable

FOR SALE in Western Kentuc
terms to right party!

TOWN & COUNTRY
REAL ESTATE and Dairy
DEVELOPMENT Queen
107 N. 5th Murray, Ky.
753-9900
-Home Phones: Pat Mobley, Salesman, 753-8958
Joyce & Jessev Spencer - 753-3616
11111111.111MettrIA

i0/161Cri/r

Nickel
absolves NBC
Network not blamed
in broadcast issue

Hickel

SEATTLE, WASH.(UPI): Former Interior Secretary Walter J. Hickel says that after "the beating"
networks have taken recenUy he can't blame NBC
radio for refusing to broadcast his speech to the
Ripon Society.
Hickal told the liberal Republican group that
America is approaching a "civil war of priorities."
He made the speech after the society presented him
with its "Man of the Year" award.
NBC refused to sell time for a sponsored nationwide radio broadcast of the speech because parts of
it might be considered controversial. The network
said it might obligate NBC affiliates to offer those
with opposing views a chance to reply,
''If I had taken the beating they the networks)
had taken the past few months, I'd be gun shy too,"
said Hickel, former governor of Alaska. He said for
that reason he didn't blame NBC.

'4: •
.

s

Proslim products,

FTC charges
false claims
(U P I):
WASHINGTON
The Federal Trade Commission (FTC I accused the
J. B. Williams Co. Inc., of
falsely advertising that its
Proslim products help fat
people lose weight and
sought to eliminate the
k itself
"Proslim" trademar
eas deceptive.
The FTC said Proalim
wafers and diet drink Mix
are not really unique. It
said any weight loss connected with their use results from the' diet plan
enclosed in the package.
not from the product.
"Similar diet plans for
weight reduction not involving the Proslim products are available to consumers at little or no cost,"
FTC said.

It said Proslim's weight'
loss claims were not backed
by clinical studies. The proposed order would bar Williams from making unsubstantiated medical claims
for any of its products. BeWilliams
Proslim,
sides
makes Geritol, a tonic;
Sominex, a sleeping pill;
and Vivarin, a stimulant.
The FTC already has
pending a sue seeking $1
million from Williams for
allegedly violating the previous false advertising order involving Geritol.
The company had no
the
FTC
on
comment
charge, but did say the
Proslim had been medically
tested and proven an effective weight-control ',system.

N

GENE STEELY
Bldg. Cont.

GOSPEL MEETING

West Murray Church of Christ

•sp.

Hear the truth Proclaimed by
Bob Crawley of Lexington, Ky.
Everyone is invited to attend

MENC1101/PilICIUD

BRINGING'IN THE SHEETS-Treasury Secretary .4hn B.
Connally displays the first sheet of one dollar bills bearing his signature which rolled off the -presses at the
Bureau of Engiaving i.ind Printing in Washingtrm.
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Major League
Standings
By United Press International
National League
East
W. L. Pct. GB
6 4 .600
Montreal
10 7 .588
St. Louis
7 5 .583
New York
9 7 .563 ..
Pittsburgh
5 8 .385 2,2
Philadelphia
5 11 .313 4
Chicago
West
W. L. Pet, GB
San Francisco 13 4 .765 ...
8 6 .571 3%
Atlanta
9 8 .529 4
Houston
9 8 .529 4
Los Angeles
4 9 .307 7
Cincinnati
3 11 .214 84z
San Diego
Friday's Results
New York 7 Chicago 6 (12 inns)
San Francisco 2 Pittsburgh 0
Philadelphia 8 St. Louis 6
Los Angeles 3 Cincinnati 0
Montreal 3 Houston 2
San Diego at Atlanta, ppd.,
and wet ground:
Only games scheduled)
Today's Probable Pitchers
All Times EST)
San Francisco (Bryant 1-0) at
Pittsburgh (Johnson 1-0), 2:15
p.m.
Los Angeles Sutton 0-2) at
Cincinnati (Simpson 0-01, 2:15
p.m.
New York (Gentry 14) at
Chicago 1Pappas 2-11, 2:15 p.m.
Kirby 0-2) at
San Diego
•
Atlanta (Stone 0-0), 6 p.m.
Philadelphia (Short 1-2) at St.
Louis (Reuss 1-2), 8 p.m.
Montreal (Renko 2-0)\( at
;Houston Blasingame 2-1), 8:3C
p.m.
Sunday's Games
San Francisco at Pittsburgh
New York at Chicago
San Diego at Atlanta (.2)
Philadelphia at St. Louis
Los Angeles at Cincinnati (2)
Montreal at Houston
American League
East
W. L. Pct. GB
9 4 .692 ...
Baltimore
8 6 .571 1%
Boston
8 7 .533 2
Washington
6 8 .429 3%
Detroit
New York
6 8 .429 344Cleveland
5 8 .365 4
West
W. L. Pct. GB
Oakland
13 5 .722 ...
California
8 8 .500 4
7 7 .500 4
Milwaukee
Kansas City
7 9 .438 5
6 9 .400 5%
Minnesota
Chicago
6 10 .375 6
Friday's Results
Boston 7 Chicago 1
'Oakland 9 Detroit 2
Baltimore 8 Califorrua 2
Kansas City 5 Cleveland 2
Milwaukee 4 Washington 0
New York 7 Minnesota 3
Today's Probable Pitchers
(All Times EST)
Detroit (Coleman 0-0) at
Oakland (Hunter 1-2), 4:30 p.m.
Cleveland (Foster 1-0) at
Kansas City (Hedlund 2-0), 2:15
p.m
Minnesota (Hall 0-2) at New
York (Bahnsen 1-2), 2 p.m.
Chicago ( Johnson 2-21 at
Boston (Nagey 0-01. 2 p.m.
Baltimore (Cuellar 1-0) at
California (Murphy 1-2), 11
p.m.
Milwaukee ( Krausse 0-2) at
Washington (Cox 0-2), 7;30 p.m.
Sunday's Games
Detroit at Oakland
Baltimore at California
Cleveland at Kansas City
Milwaukee at Washington
Minnesota at New York
Chicago at Boston
-

Major League
Leaders
Leading /saner,
National League
G. AB R. H. Pct.
Staub, MU.
9 33 8 14 .424
Wdwrd, Cin 12 36 2 15 .417
Wilms, Atl
977 7 14 407
Smrnris, St.L 16 50 7 20 .400
14 59 12 23 .390
Garr, AU
16 62 9 24 .387
Davis,LA
Mays, SF
14 47 11 18 .383
Torre, St.L 16 64 12 24 .375
-Bonds, SF
15 60 18 2/ 367
Cash, Pitt
11 44 9 16 364
American League
G. AB R. H. Pct.
8 31 14 13 .419
Busord, Hal
Tovar, Minn 14 60 9 22 .367
McKnny, Chi 12 30 1 11 367
15 59 8 21 356
Rojas, KC
Ystrzmsk, Bos
13 48 12 17 354
820 2 7 150
Egan. Chi
13 49 9 17 347
Kaline. Det
13 52 12 18 346
Nrthrp. Det
11 38 12 13 342
Holt, Minn
11 44 7 15 .341
Jhrisn, Rai
Home Rasa
National League: Stargell,
Pit 10; Aaron, Atl 6; Bench,
Cin, Colbert, SD, Bonds and
Mays, SF 5
Americas League: Band°.
Oak 5: Powell, Balt, Yastrzemski. Bos, Spencer. Cal. North'.
rup. Det. Oliver. KC, Mdu and
White. NY. Jackson, Monday
and Rudi. Oak 3

So
In
Cal
Unit

WALKER-JUMPER
Comfy headrest , plastic tray, high back
to support smaller
child, ctromed tubular steel land folds
flat.

FAMOUS BRAND BUYS FOR BABY!

'FOLDING HIGH
CHAIR

22

Peterson
DELUXE STROLLER
Comfy headrest, padded seat,
3-position seat, canopy, basket, play tray and play blocks,
purse hanger, safety brake.

COMPARE
AT 8.99

Peterson
Imperial Safe-T Seat

Jumbo Bassinet

Positive locking action.
Deep foam padded seat
protector.
head
and
Easily installed.

Removable hood with folding
legs, non-toxic, white finish
without pad.

BY PETERSON
366

Cornpare

Features: Chrome tray
with safety lock. Chrome
steel frame.
.--tubular
footrest.
Adjustable
Converts to junior and
utility chair.

Folding

'Dressing
Table

Compare At 18.99

Pad and safety Strap
4 plastic drawers

Baby Carrier
You'd ne
than yest

High impact plastic baby carrier makes carrying baby an
ease.
COMPARE

We sat ou
various
Watched
the Elm
eating th

AT 1.99

.stur Nursery
Birds
Babys first plaything.
Washable vinyl plastic,
stuffed with sponge rubber, .Thaches to crib.

CEIRCO

FOLDING HIGH CHAIR

6

COMPARE
AT 2.99

Features: Cushioned and contoured, flared legs to guard
against tipping, washable, stainresistant vinyl upholstery, all
edges are rounded or turned under,
Keeps
baby occupied
while mom works. Windup mechanism operates
this sturdy swing.

Compare At 14.99

744

cosco
PLAY PEN
White and walnut finish.
Heavy post construction,
teething rails on all fqpr
sides. Toe-type release.
Locks securely on both
UP and DOWN position.
Three position adjustable steel springs.

Mattress 1188

COMPARE AT 21.99

•
With sling. High-density polyethylene white shell with built-in
foam
pad. Removable floral
ha mm oc k.

•

COMPARE
AT 6.99

With Canopy
A swing for indoor or outdoor use. Additional sunshade feature of heavy
duck fabric. Heavy duty
windup mechanism.
COMPARE
AT 14.99

Folds completely for easy storage and has
shopping
basket. Canopy. Brake. Stroller
has a chrome frame, white wheels
and striped or floral upholstery.

COMPARE AT 24.99

Compare At 24.99

BIRDSEYE
DIAPER

• White
• Lime
• Maize

A real value in a first
quality BirdSeye Diaper. Prefolded 21" x
40" with free vinyl
pants.

PAMPERS

or
GAUZE DIAPER

Made of high-impact plastic.
Lid has built-in deodn -er.
COMPARE AT 5.99

urity Stretch Diaper
ONE DOZEN

Here's a value on a
21''x40'' gauze diaSlightly irregper.
Absorbent
ular.
washable
easily
famous brand diaper.

A
In
Donnie
Route
second d
morning
farm G
Grubbs
Murray
'Hospital
suffering
degree
arms,
satisfact
morning
Reports
injured
farm whe
monium n
face.
Five o
accidents,

Murra
Childr
Mrs. Eu
Old, Mrs.
Mrs.
represent
Cooperati
Spring m
Associatio
Six held
A portio
devoted
preschoole
Start Cent
Plans
Associatio
Six Fall m
Bar Inn,
tober, 1971

Over Night 12's

Your Choice

Most
cradle seat on the market! Heavy-duty polyethylene shell.
Styrene arm adjusts instantly to a'hy
desired position. Vinyl-covered, quilted foam pad is removable. Sturdy Tstrap

ONE DOZEN
213

EG. 3.57

COMPARE AT 9.99

why
Ntit.SEll

cosco
STROLLER

COMPARE AT 3.99

cosco
CRADLETTE
4er'Slitile

Nurser
dramatically reduces
Spitting up and colic
new natural action nippl
• no bottles to Sterlize

Folds easily. Nylon
net sides that help
baby pull himself
up, encourage him
to stand.

cosco
DIAPER PAIL

cosco
MINI-TUB

COMPARE
AT 11.99

We don't
fracas
one of
out after
really mo
(C

PLAYTEX BABY

Newborn 30's

COMPARE AT 2.99

s1.37

Save an additional 69c more,on this
21x40 more absorber)! diaper that
washes easier and dr ,(-. taster.

* ACRES OF FREE PARKING *
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